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** It is the goal of InspirEd Educators to create instructional materials that are 

interesting, engaging, and challenging. Our student-centered approach 

incorporates both content and skills, placing particular emphasis on reading, 

writing, vocabulary development, and critical and creative thinking in the content 

areas.   
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    InspirEd Educators was founded in 2000 by author Sharon Coletti. Our 

mission is to provide interesting, student-centered, and thought-provoking 

instructional materials. To accomplish this, we design lesson plans with 

research-based content information presented in various ways and used as 

the vehicle for developing critical and creative thinking, reading, writing, 

collaboration, problem-solving, and other necessary and enduring skills. 

By requiring students to THINK, our lessons ensure FAR greater 

retention than simple memorization of facts!  

    Initially our company offered large, comprehensive, multi-disciplinary 

social studies curricula. Then in 2008 we joined forces with another small 

company and author, Kendra Corr, and launched a second line of thematic 

units, many excerpted and adapted from our original products. These 

flexible and affordable resources are ideal for individual, small, or large-

group instruction. We hope you will find our company’s unique approach 

valuable and that we can serve you again in the near future. 

    If you are interested in our other offerings, you can find information on 

our main website at www.inspirededucators.com.  

    InspirEd Educators materials provide engaging lesson plans that vary 

daily and include: 

• Lesson-specific Springboards (warm-ups) 

• Writing Activities 

• Critical and creative thinking 

• Problem-solving 

• Test-taking skill development 

• Primary source analyses (DBQ’s) 

• Multiple perspectives 

• Graphic analyses 

• Fascinating readings 

• Simulations 

• Story-telling 

• Practical use of technology 

• Debates 

• Plays 

• Research 

• Graphic organizers 

• AND SO MUCH MORE!!!!! 
      

Thank you for choosing our units, 

     Sharon Coletti, President 

     InspirEd Educators 
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· Before beginning the unit, take time to look through the Objectives and 
lessons. This will give you a chance to think about what you want to 
emphasize and decide upon any modifications, connections, or extensions 
you’d like to include. 

 

· Give your student(s) the Objective worksheet at the beginning of unit study. 
The Objectives serve as an outline of the content to be covered and provide a 
means to review information. Have the student(s) define the vocabulary terms 
as they progress through the lessons and thoroughly answer the essential 
questions. You can review their responses as you go along or wait and check 
everything as a test review. It is important that your student(s) have some 
opportunity to receive feedback on their Objective answers, since assessments 
provided at the end of the unit are based on these.  

 

· Read through each lesson’s materials before beginning. This will help you 
better understand lesson concepts; decide when and how to present the 
vocabulary and prepare the handouts (or transparencies) you will need. 

 

· “Terms to know” can be introduced at the beginning of lessons or reviewed at 
the end, unless specified otherwise. (In a few instances the intent is for 
students to discover the meanings of the terms.) 

 

· Look over what we have given you and use whatever you feel your student(s) 
need. Suggestions are sometimes offered for enrichment, but feel free to use 
any lesson as a jumping-off point to pursue other topics of interest. 

 

· Our materials are intended to prompt discussion. Often students’ answers 
may vary, but it’s important that they be able to substantiate their opinions 
and ideas with facts. Let the discussion flow! 

 

· Note that differentiated assessments are provided at the end of the unit. Feel 
free to use any of these as appropriate; cut-and-paste to revise, or create your 
own tests as desired. 

 

· For additional information and research sites refer to the Resource Section in 
the back of the unit.   

 

· InspirEd Educators units are all about thinking and creativity, so allow 
yourself the freedom to adapt the materials as you see fit. Our goal is to 
provide a springboard for you to jump from in your teaching and your 
student(s)’ learning. 

 

· ENJOY! We at InspirEd Educators truly believe that teaching and learning 
should be enjoyable, so we do our best to make our lessons interesting and 
varied. We want you and your student(s) to love learning! 

Tips for Teaching with InspirEd EdTips for Teaching with InspirEd EdTips for Teaching with InspirEd EdTips for Teaching with InspirEd Educators Unitsucators Unitsucators Unitsucators Units    
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Vocabulary - Be able to define and use the following terms: 
 

· posterity 
 

· Balkans 
 

· heretic 
 

· successor 
 

· pagans 
 

· Islam 
 

· Allah 
 

· convert 
 

· Muslim 
 

· Qur’an 
 

· dynasty 
 

· ancestry 
 

· tolerance 
 

· astronomy 
 

· controversy 
 

· theocracy 
 

· fundamentalism 
 

· liberal 
 

· censure 
 

· navigation 
 

· astrolabe 
 

· deposed 
 
Fully answer the following questions: 

1. Explain the importance and contributions of the Byzantine Empire. 

2. Describe how Islam and the Muslim Empire were founded and spread. 

3. Explain the controversy surrounding Islam’s Golden Age. 

4. Describe some contributions of the Muslim Empire. 

5. Describe the period and accomplishments of China’s Golden Age. 

6. Explain how the Mongols came to rule China and the resulting changes. 

7. Explain life in Japan during the Middle Ages. 

8. Describe the three main periods of rule in India during the Middle Ages. 

9. Explain the importance of the Mughals to India’s history. 

· court 
 

· convent 
 

· custom 
 

· civil service 
 

· porcelain 
 

· technology 
 

· in kind 
 

· social class 
 

· social mobility 
 

· urbanization 
 

· tribute 
 

· cultural diffusion 
 

· feudalism 
 

· imperial 
 

· reincarnation 
 

· legend 
 

· archipelago 
 

· catapult 
 

· looting 
 

· medieval 
 

· sultan 
 

· inference 
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Vocabulary - Be able to define and use the following terms: 
Definitions for terms are provided in the lesson in which they are introduced. 
 

Fully answer the following questions: 
1. The Byzantines ruled the Eastern Roman Empire after the fall of the west until 1453, 

spreading Christianity in the region. They are known for Justinian’s Code, which 
became a manual for legal studies in Europe, and their art and architecture would 
influence the styles of both Medieval Europe and the Muslim Empire.   

2. Islam was founded by the prophet Muhammad in the 7th century after he received 
“revelations from Allah.” After being rejected and threatened by those in his home 
city of Makkah, he and his followers fled to Madinah. They fought and were 
eventually victorious over Makkah and founded the Muslim Empire in 630. After his 
death in 632, Mohammad’s successors expanded the empire as far east as India, 
north into Turkey, across North Africa, and over most of the Iberian Peninsula. 

3. Islam’s Golden Age is said to have occurred mainly during the time of the Abbasid 
Dynasty, but not all scholars agree. Mathematics, science, medicine, literature, art, 
and architecture flourished. Trade brought wealth and spread new ideas. However, 
the period was not a time of peace as the term suggests. During Abbasid rule 
several groups fought for independence and established separate governments.  

4. The Muslims contributed their religion, language, and Islamic laws which are the 
basis of legal systems in most modern Muslim nations. They also advanced 
mathematics with the development of decimal computation and algebra. In science 
they developed a scientific approach to medicine and studied astronomy. They also 
translated the works of others as well as contributing many of their own allowing their 
discoveries to be built upon in later years. 

5. The Tang with its strong military brought a time of relative peace, during which art, 
architecture, literature, and trade flourished. Tang rule also offered new opportunities 
for women. The Song improved farming methods, expanded trade using coins and 
paper money; they urbanized China, and provided new opportunities for people by 
changing social classes. Advancements in navigation gave China control of Asia’s 
water trade routes and inventions such as a printing press brought developments. 

6. After the death of the “great” conqueror Genghis Khan, the Mongol empire was 
divided. China came under the rule of Kublai Khan who established the Yuan 
Dynasty. Though he adopted much of the local culture, foreigners were welcomed in 
China at that time and were given privileges such as government jobs and trade.   

7. Feudal Japan was based on the feudal power of the samurai, nobles who pledged 
loyalty and military service to the lords (daimyos) in exchange for land. The shogun 
(the first being Minamoto Yorimoto) took control of Japan by taking control of the 
samurai. This position passed through several dynasties during the Middle Ages.  
Samurai, who held tremendous power over the lives of people under their control, 
lived their lives according to the honor code of Bushido, which was rooted in the 
Japanese religions of Buddhism, Shintoism, and Confucianism. 

8. The Gupta dynasty ruled India in the early Middle Ages during a golden age. Their 
defeat by the Hunas led India into a feudal period. Then in the 12th century Turkish 
Muslims took over. Though the Muslims allowed religious freedom, Hindus were 
required to pay higher taxes and were often passed over for jobs. 

9. The Mughals were descendants of the Mongols who intermarried and converted to 
Islam. Even though they oversaw the construction of beautiful buildings and paid for 
magnificent art and literature, their rule was very hard on India’s Hindu population. 
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This Land Is Our Land 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Objective: The student will be able to describe several important contributions of 
the Byzantine Empire. 
 
Materials: The Byzantine Empire (Springboard handout) 
    The Official History of Emperor Justinian (handout) 
    The Secret History of Emperor Justinian (handout) 
    Extract the Facts (handout) 
 
Terms to know:  posterity - future generations 

Balkans - peninsula in southeastern Europe between 
the Adriatic and Black Seas (see Springboard map)   
heretic - one whose views are seen as conflicting  
with religious teachings 
successor - one who follows next in order, as a ruler   

 
Procedure: 

· After reviewing the Springboard, explain that the Emperor Justinian is 
considered by most historians to be the most important ruler in the history of 
the Byzantine Empire which lasted from 330 until the mid 1400’s, about 1,000 
years longer than the Western Roman Empire. Go on to explain that much of 
what is known of Justinian’s rule is from the writings of his official historian. 

· Distribute “The Official History of Emperor Justinian,” “The Secret History of 
Emperor Justinian,” and “Extract the Facts.” Explain that Procopius was a 
Byzantine historian during Justinian rule. The problem with studying 
Procopius’s writings is that he actually recorded two versions of Justinian’s 
rule: the official story and a secret tale, so modern historians are forced to 
analyze both (along with other sources) to determine the facts.  

· The student(s) should work individually, in pairs, or small groups to read both 
versions and complete the “Extract the Facts” handout as instructed. (FYI: 
Both essays are InspirEd creations but Procopius wrote several books 
reflecting the two views of Justinian’s life and reign.) 

· Have the student(s) share their answers and discuss. During the discussion 
have the student(s) identify comments in the readings that “slanted” the facts 
toward one viewpoint or the other. 

· EXTENSION: Have the student(s) search online to find additional information 
or pictures of people, places, and things (Theodora, Hagia Sophia, the 
Orthodox Church, etc.) mentioned in the readings. 

 
 
 

 

Students should study the map and read “The Byzantine Empire”  

and answer the questions. 

     Springboard: 
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At its height in 565 CE 
 

    In 330 CE, the Emperor Constantine moved his capital city from Rome to 
Byzantium, which he renamed Constantinople, in the eastern part of his 
empire. Although Germanic tribes overran the Western Roman Empire and 
sacked its capital in 476, the eastern half that came to be called the Byzantine 
Empire continued and thrived for nearly 1,000 years more.  
   After Rome’s fall the Byzantine emperors hoped to one day recapture their 
lost city. In fact the Emperor Justinian, who greatly expanded the empire 
during his reign, succeeded in reclaiming Rome and Italy for a time. However 
the war with the Ostrogoths drained Justinian’s coffers so that only three 
years after his death in 565, Italy fell to another Germanic tribe, the 
Lombards.  
   The Byzantine Empire experienced its ups and downs over the centuries 
until its final defeat by the Ottoman Turks in 1453. Still despite wars and other 
crises, the empire developed a unique and beautiful culture that still impacts 
the world today.    
 

According to the passage, ___ ruled ___ at the height of its power. 
 A.  Constantine ... Rome 
 B.  Justinian ... the Byzantine Empire 
 C.  the Ostragoths ... Italy 

D.  the Lombards ... the Roman Empire 
 

Which word is a synonym for “coffers” in the second paragraph? 
 A.  glasses  B.  reservoir          C.  emotions           D.  treasury  
 

Which people were MOST LIKELY responsible for sacking Rome in 476? 
 A.  Germans  B.  Byzantines      C.  Ostrogoths         D.  Lombards   
 

The approximate distance the Germanic tribe traveled from their lands to 
capture Rome in 568 CE was 

 

     

 
                                 

 

 

                                          I 
 500 miles 

 

 

 

                               Adriatic  

                Sea 

        A.  200 km.         B.  450 km.        C.  750 km.         D.  1000 km.      
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At its height in 565 CE 
 

    In 330 CE, the Emperor Constantine moved his capital city from Rome to Byzantium, 
which he renamed Constantinople, in the eastern part of his empire. Although Germanic 
tribes overran the Western Roman Empire and sacked its capital in 476, the eastern half 
that came to be called the Byzantine Empire continued and thrived for nearly 1,000 
years more.  
   After Rome’s fall the Byzantine emperors hoped to one day recapture their lost city. In 
fact the Emperor Justinian, who greatly expanded the empire during his reign, 
succeeded in reclaiming Rome and Italy for a time. However the war with the Ostrogoths 
drained Justinian’s coffers so that only three years after his death in 565, Italy fell to 
another Germanic tribe, the Lombards.  
   The Byzantine Empire experienced its ups and downs over the centuries until its final 
defeat by the Ottoman Turks in 1453. Still despite wars and other crises, the empire 
developed a unique and beautiful culture that still impacts the world today.    
 

According to the passage, ___ ruled ___ at the height of its power. 
 A.  Constantine ... Rome               (Justinian ruled until his  

 B.  Justinian ... the Byzantine Empire *           death in 565, and the map’s  

 C.  the Ostragoths ... Italy           caption indicates that 565 CE  
D.  the Lombards ... the Roman Empire              was the empire’s height.) 

 

Which word is a synonym for “coffers” in the second paragraph? 
 A.  glasses  B.  reservoir         C. emotions           D.  treasury * 
 (Even if students are unfamiliar with some terms, they should figure out that 

“treasury” has to do with money based on its root.)   
 

Which people were MOST LIKELY responsible for sacking Rome in 476? 
 A.  Germans  B.  Byzantines       C.  Ostrogoths *        D.  Lombards 
 (Rome was sacked in 476, shortly before Justinian reclaimed it.)   
 

The approximate distance the Germanic tribe traveled from their lands to capture 
Rome in 568 CE was 
 A.  200 km.  B.  450 km. *          C.  750 km.           D.  1000 km. 
 (Students should measure from the line dividing Lombard and Byzantine land.)    

     

 
                                 

 
 

                                          I 
 500 miles 

 

 
 

 

      Adriatic  

              Sea 
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   I, Procopius, have been asked by the Emperor Justinian to 
compile for posterity a history of His Grace’s accomplishments. 
The point at which to begin, as it should be, is with the august 
ruler’s rise to power.  
   Flavius Julianus Justinianus was nephew to the last Roman 
emperor, Justin, and advanced to consul of the Eastern Empire 
during his uncle’s reign. Upon Justin’s death in April of 527 the 
year of our Lord, Justinian received the crown. From the outset 
the emperor set as a goal the recovery of Roman lands which had 
been lost to conquerors. This he achieved with the expansion of 
eastern lands across North Africa and southern Europe. 

   In 533 a fleet of five hundred ships set sail for Africa and in but two major battles       
re-established Roman rule along the North African coast and southward up the Nile River. 
Victories at the Mediterranean island of Sicily, in Dalmatia on the Adriatic Sea, in Naples, 
Rome, and elsewhere secured control of Italy and the Balkans. The emperor’s armies also 
gained much of southern Spain and even seized land from Persia to the east.        
   Ruling with the help of his lovely wife, the Empress Theodora whom he married two 
years before taking the throne, Justinian achieved far more than military triumphs. 
Byzantine government, laws, literature, art, architecture, and religion all reflect the hand of 
Emperor Justinian’s capable rule.  
   Governmentally the emperor strengthened a land divided by disagreements among people 
and groups within. In doing so his most important contribution has been the Justinian 
Code in which he organized the laws and decrees of past emperors, adding many of his 
own. This orderly and complete set of laws insures that every Roman citizen can easily 
understand the laws that govern the empire. In fact the emperor devised a manual for 
students which no doubt will serve as a model for legal study in other lands and times. 
    This ruler has also encouraged the arts and architecture. While he considers the empire 
thoroughly Roman and speaks mainly Latin himself, Justinian also holds great love and 
appreciation for all that is Greek, including the language which has become widely spoken. 
During his reign Byzantine writers have produced many works in the Greek style but 
influenced by Christianity, which is so important to all. Many artists have created 
magnificent mosaics which, I am certain, will have a lasting influence on artistic styles here 
and abroad. Still his interest in architecture has overshadowed other art forms as the 
emperor has seen to the building of aqueducts, bridges, and many magnificent buildings 
including twenty-five churches. Hagia Sophia, the great domed church in Constantinople 
called a “wonder of the world,” is truly a masterpiece and a credit to the emperor. 
    It is in his love for Christ and the Church where Justinian’s greatest impact is felt. As 
leader of both the empire and the Orthodox Church, the eastern branch of the Roman 
Catholic Church, Justinian has worked to rid his church and land of heretics. By preventing 
Jews and non - Christians from living in Constantinople and by barring them from holding 
public offices and teaching positions, the emperor has strengthened the Church and kept its 
practice pure.             

    

    
    

    
    

    
    

    
    

    
    

                                                    An Essay bAn Essay bAn Essay bAn Essay by PROCOPIUSy PROCOPIUSy PROCOPIUSy PROCOPIUS    
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    I, Procopius, have been asked by the Emperor Justinian, to 
compile for posterity a history of his rule. Though I have agreed 
to the task, I feel the need to record my own true feelings about 
this devil of an emperor as well. To that end I have decided to 
compose a parallel “secret” history of Justinian’s life and reign to 
be made public at a time after his death. Yet this history must 
begin prior to this foolish ruler’s rise to power. 
    Even before taking the throne, Flavius Julianus Justinianus was 
known for having poor judgment. Though of a powerful and 
respected family, the young Justinian befriended the daughter of a 
circus bear trainer, an actress with a reputation for giving and 

attending wild parties. Against the wishes of his uncle, the Emperor Justin, and against the 
laws of the Eastern Roman Empire itself, Justinian wed Theodora and made her empress to 
rule at his side when he was crowned after his uncle’s death. 
   Despite her lowly background Theodora actually proved more able than her useless 
husband in handling matters of state. In January 532, two rival religious groups started a 
riot during a chariot race in the Hippodrome in Constantinople. They set afire a number of 
buildings in the area and even crowned a new emperor. By all accounts Justinian, the 
coward, wanted to flee, but Theodora spoke with great courage to her husband and his 
advisors, convincing them to defend their positions. The emperor then put down this Nika 
Revolt by ordering in troops who killed more than 30,000 people. Though it was 
necessary for the government to crush the rebellion, I cannot but think the action could 
have been accomplished with far less bloodshed. 
   Yet shedding blood has been Justinian’s way throughout his reign, both in defending 
Orthodox Christianity and in expanding the empire. A fierce believer in the Word of God 
in the Holy Bible and a lover of the traditions and rituals of the Orthodox Church, the 
emperor has worked to strengthen and spread the faith. Yet to do this he has persecuted 
people who hold differing beliefs. Were it not for the fact that his wife belonged to a rival 
Christian sect, I suspect that all persons disagreeing with this wicked emperor might have 
been killed rather than the many thousands who actually were. 
    Now I must address the emperor’s wars. While in fact he succeeded in gaining land for 
the empire, he did so at much too high a cost. The expense of the wars and Justinian’s 
tremendous building projects has left the empire’s treasury bare, such that his successor will 
have little with which to proceed forward. The Germanic tribes in Europe and our enemies 
elsewhere hold a strong desire for revenge against the Eastern Romans for the conquests. It 
is my belief that without proper funds it will be impossible for the Byzantine armies to 
maintain control of the empire that Justinian has built.  
    Looking further to the future, it seems quite likely that the lasting effects of Justinian’s 
wars will in fact prove harmful to the very lands he sought to “save” from the Germanics. 
Badly damaged by the many wars fought there, the Western people have suffered terribly 
and their lands have yet to be fully repaired to a state of normal living. I fear there is little 
hope for the people there to find comfort or peace in the coming years.      

    

    
    

    
    

    
    

    
    

    
    

                                                    An Essay bAn Essay bAn Essay bAn Essay by PROCOPIUSy PROCOPIUSy PROCOPIUSy PROCOPIUS    
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 + Positive + - Negative - 

 

 

Military Feats 

 

 

  

 

Law and 

Government 

 

  

 
 

 

Art 

 

  

 
 

 

Architecture 

 

  

 
 

 

Literature 

 

  

 

 

Religion 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

DIRECTIONS: Analyze the two slanted versions of the history of Emperor 
Justinian to identify facts about the ruler’s life and his reign. 
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 + Positive + - Negative - 

 

 

Military Feats 

 

 

• In 533 CE, fleet of five hundred 

ships fought in North Africa;    re-

establish control there. 

• Victories in Italy, the Balkans, 

Spain, and Persia; Byzantine 

control in southern Europe and 

some territory to the east. 

• Wars to expand the Eastern Roman 

Empire very costly. 

• Weakened empire due to inability to 

afford to defend lands. 

• Also weakened Western lands in 

Europe (destroyed land, buildings, 

roads, etc.); left open to invasions.  

 

Law and 

Government 

 

• Strengthened empire by settling 

internal disputes (mainly among 

rival religious groups). 

• Compiled Justinian Code to inform 

citizens of empire laws. 

• Devised manual for law students; a 

model for European legal study. 

• Settled disputes mainly by restricting 

rights or killing non-Christians and 

non-Orthodox Christians.  

• Would have given up crown during 

Nika Revolt of 532, but wife and co-

ruler Theodora convinced otherwise. 

 
 

 

Art 

 

• Encouraged the arts. 

• Byzantine style, characterized by 

colorful mosaics and long, thin 

figures, influenced artistic styles in 

Medieval Europe and in the 

Muslim Empire. 

 

 
 

 

Architecture 

 

• Built aqueducts, bridges, and many 

buildings; numerous churches. 

• Hagia Sophia, huge domed church 

in Constantinople, most famous. 

Today a museum in Istanbul, 

Turkey, the former Constantinople. 

• Spent large sums on building 

projects; contributed to financial 

weakness of empire. 

 
 

 

Literature 

 

• Greek language, literature, 

philosophy, etc. popularized. 

• Period writings reflected Greek 

styling with Christian themes. 

•  Interest in Classical Greece helped 

preserve ideas and styles. 

 

 

 

Religion 

 

 

• Strengthened and spread Eastern 

Orthodox religion by restricting 

other faiths in empire. 

• Spared Theodora’s Christian sect 

(Monophysitism: believed Jesus of 

Nazareth to be wholly God and not 

part man) from persecution.  

• Orthodox religion gained 

prominence by persecution of people 

of other faiths and Christian ideas.  

• Christians of the time disagreed and 

even fought over specific details of 

the faith and/or how it should be 

practiced (see left).  

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Underline text offers supplemental information. 
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Springboard: 

  Students should read “Arabian Idols” and answer the questions. 

A Prophet Is Born 
 
 
 
 

 
Objective: The student will be able to describe the life of Muhammad and the 
circumstances surrounding the founding of Islam.   
 
Materials: Arabian Idols (Springboard handout) 
    The Prophet Muhammad: His Life’s Path (2 handouts) 
    Muhammad: The Prophet of Islam (handout) 
 
Terms to know: pagans - people who worship idols, nature, symbols, 

or other non-traditional deities  
Islam - religion founded by Muhammad 

 Allah - the God of Islam 
 convert - one who undergoes a change, particularly 

from one religion to another 
 Muslim - follower of Islam 
 Qur’an - the holy book of Islam  
  
Procedure:  

· After reviewing the Springboard, explain that it was into this setting of 6th 
century Makkah that one of the world’s most influential people was born. 

· Distribute copies of “The Prophet Muhammad: His Life’s Path.” The student(s) 
should work individually or in groups to read the four narratives, highlighting 
important passages and details. 

· Distribute “Muhammad: The Prophet of Islam” and explain that the student(s) 
will use the information they have learned to complete a resume, a summary 
of a person’s background and accomplishments, for Muhammad (which 
would normally be submitted with a job application). 

· Have the student(s) share their ideas and discuss. (Answers may vary but 
should include information from the narratives.)  

· During the discussion note that Muhammad’s background greatly influenced 
the beliefs and practices of Islam and have the student(s) give examples. (His 
early worship in the Kaaba led Muhammad to later declare it the holiest shrine 
of Islam. His own kindness and honesty became requirements for Muslim 
behavior: the care of widows, orphans, the poor, the sick, and the aged to be 
required. His speeches and stories of his deeds have been recorded in the 
Qur’an, Islam’s holy book. The Muslim calendar marks time by the Hegira 
when he fled his enemies in Makkah for Madinah. Muhammad’s government 
in Madinah served as a model for ones with laws based on Islam. The 
practice of allowing multiple wives was supported by Muhammad’s example. 
Makkah is the holy city of Islam because it is the home of the Kaaba and was 
Muhammad’s birthplace.) 
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     Makkah (or Mecca), a city located in what is now central Saudi Arabia, was a 

major trading center in the 6th century. About 45 miles inland from the Red Sea port 
of Jidda, Makkah was established as a desert oasis stop on the old caravan trade 

route linking the Mediterranean world with southern Arabia, East Africa, and Asia. 
Over time, more and more merchants came through Makkah and trade grew to 

become the lifeblood of the town. 
   The people in Makkah and the surrounding area at that time were seen as lawless 
pagans who worshipped idols and cared little for their fellow human beings. There 

was no real government so crimes, rather than being punished in an orderly way by 
judges and courts, were usually avenged by family members of victims. Most 

Arabians then belonged to and were loyal to a tribe, settled or nomadic. Each tribe 
was responsible for protecting all in the group, often from other warring tribes.  

   With only tribal members to protect them, the people of Arabia often looked to 

deities for help. The gods the Arabians worshipped at that time were idols, the most 
famous of which was the Black Stone. A building called the Kaaba was built in 

Makkah to house the Black Stone along with 360 additional idols sacred to one or 
more of the area’s tribes. The location of the Kaaba in Makkah helped the city grow 

in importance and wealth as pilgrims from all around Arabia traveled to the city to 
worship the idols there. 

 
What conclusion could be drawn about Makkah based on information in the 
passage? 

 A.  The city is surrounded by desert land. 
 B.  Makkah was the richest city in Arabia. 

 C.  One tribe was more powerful than others. 
 D.  Makkah was the “crime capital” of Arabia. 

 
In 6th century Makkah ___ were more important than ___. 
 A.  idols ... worship  

 B.  cities ... religions 
 C.  products ... people 

 D.  tribes ... government 
 

Makkah’s wealth was MOST affected by 
 A.  caravans.        B.  temples.  C.  crimes.  D.  tribes. 
 

Which word provides the BEST context clue to the meaning of “deities” in the last 
paragraph? 

 A.  protect        B.  help  C.  gods  D.  idols 
 
Based on information in the passage, the Kaaba could BEST be described as  

 A.  an idol.         B.  a temple.  C.  an oasis.         D.  a market. 
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     Makkah (or Mecca), a city located in what is now central Saudi Arabia, was a 

major trading center in the 6th century. About 45 miles inland from the Red Sea port 
of Jidda, Makkah was established as a desert oasis stop on the old caravan trade 

route linking the Mediterranean world with southern Arabia, East Africa, and Asia. 
Over time, more and more merchants came through Makkah and trade grew to 
become the lifeblood of the town. 

   The people in Makkah and the surrounding area at that time were seen as lawless 
pagans who worshipped idols and cared little for their fellow human beings. There 

was no real government so crimes, rather than being punished in an orderly way by 
judges and courts, were usually avenged by family members of victims. Most 

Arabians then belonged to and were loyal to a tribe, settled or nomadic. Each tribe 
was responsible for protecting all in the group, often from other warring tribes.  
   With only tribal members to protect them, the people of Arabia often looked to 

deities for help. The gods the Arabians worshipped at that time were idols, the most 
famous of which was the Black Stone. A building called the Kaaba was built in 

Makkah to house the Black Stone along with 360 additional idols sacred to one or 
more of the area’s tribes. The location of the Kaaba in Makkah helped the city grow 

in importance and wealth as pilgrims from all around Arabia traveled to the city to 
worship the idols there. 
 

What conclusion could be drawn about Makkah based on information in the 

passage?           (Makkah was an “oasis,”  

 A.  The city is surrounded by desert land. *    by definition a fertile place  
 B.  Makkah was the richest city in Arabia.          with water in the midst of  
 C.  One tribe was more powerful than others.      a desert. Other answers  
 D.  Makkah was the “crime capital” of Arabia.       cannot be determined.) 
 

In 6th century Makkah ___ were more important than ___.        (Both words must  

 A.  idols ... worship              make sense in the.) 
 B.  cities ... religions                      blanks. The words in  
 C.  products ... people     choice D make the  

 D.  tribes ... government *         MOST sense.) 
 

Makkah’s wealth was MOST affected by 
 A.  caravans. *        B.  temples.  C.  crimes.  D.  tribes. 

(C and D are incorrect. B might have been right, had it said “temple” meaning 

the Kaaba, but A is the best choice.) 
 

Which word provides the BEST context clue to the meaning of “deities” in the last 

paragraph? 
 A.  protect        B.  help  C.  gods *  D.  idols 

 (Though D is true in limited cases, C is more universally the case.) 
 

Based on information in the passage, the Kaaba would be described as  
 A.  an idol.         B.  a temple. * C.  an oasis.         D.  a market. 
  (A temple is a place of worship so B is correct.) 
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    Muhammad was my nephew. I raised him as my son. He was born in Makkah 
in around 571 of the Common Era into our tribe of Quraysh, a family of traders. 
His father, Abdullah, died on his way home from a journey when Muhammad 
was only an infant, and his mother, Amna, died when the child was just six. 
Thus it came to be that I adopted the youngster into my home. 
    I can tell you that Muhammad was very serious, never taking part in the kinds 
of pranks and silliness common among little boys. Instead he enjoyed talking to 
people and asking questions. Even when he was young he was especially 
interested in the beliefs of different religions. On several occasions I came upon 
him speaking with Jews and Christians he met in the marketplace or elsewhere. 
Of course our family, like most others in Arabia at the time, worshipped the gods 
at the Kaaba.   
    Muhammad really was a good boy: very honest and one most certainly to be 
trusted. I often took him with me on trips to the port of Jidda or the town of 
Madinah to trade. One time we went north together into Syria on a business trip. 
There he met a Christian monk who told me of his belief that Muhammad would 
one day grow up to be a prophet! At the time I could not imagine it!    

 

By KhadijaBy KhadijaBy KhadijaBy Khadija    
 

     I was a widow living in Makkah. Into my middle age I did not truly expect to 
marry again, but then I met Muhammad. He was young, but I was taken with his 
goodness and honesty and he said he was also with mine. We were married 
when I was forty and he only twenty-five. 
    Though I had been left wealthy by my first husband, Muhammad and I always 
lived very simply. Our house was a hut with clay walls and a thatched roof of 
palm leaves covered over with camel skins. My husband was greatly concerned 
about others, most particularly the widows, the orphans, the poor, the sick, and 
the aged. Instead of keeping wealth for ourselves, we helped to feed and clothe 
the poor. We gave away so much, we were often hungry ourselves. 
    As the years went forward, my husband began spending hours, days, and even 
months at a time in a desert cave three miles from the city. He would go there to 
meditate and pray for wisdom. Then one morning the angel Gabriel appeared in 
the cave and told Muhammad, “Rise, for thou art the Prophet of God. Go forth 
and preach in the name of thy Lord, Your God is merciful.” 
    Muhammad returned that day from the cave filled with light and told me of 
his experience. Of course I believed him as he had never uttered an untruth and 
at that moment I became the first follower of the Prophet of Islam. This 
happened when my husband was in his fortieth year. Thereafter, he began 
preaching about the faith of Allah. 
    He spoke to crowds of people about God and told how to pray to Him. Once he 
went into the Kaaba to tell those inside the idols were not gods; that there is only 
one God, Allah. He also spoke against the greed of so many in Makkah including 
his own family members. His speeches brought many followers to Islam, but also 
brought the Prophet many enemies who tried to harm him and his followers. 

    

                By Abu TalibBy Abu TalibBy Abu TalibBy Abu Talib    
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    My kinships to the Prophet are many: I am his cousin; his adopted son; the 
husband of the beautiful Fatima, his only surviving child; and father to his only 
grandchildren. The Prophet adores my sons, Hasan and Hussein, and calls them 
his “two precious plants.”  
    Perhaps, though, my most important relationship to the Prophet is that I was 
his second convert to the Faith after his beloved Khadija, may she rest in the 
peace of Allah. I have seen for myself the greatness of the Prophet, though he 
views himself as a simple and ordinary man.  
    I would have to say that his greatness shone brightest in his struggle against 
his enemies in Makkah. Among those in the city who rejected his teachings were 
some who feared Islam would interfere with Makkah’s power and wealth. There 
was even talk overheard of a plot to murder him, so Muhammad fled to Madinah. 
There he was welcomed warmly by the many who knew of him and already 
counted themselves among his followers. In Madinah Muhammad became not 
only a religious leader but also a ruler. He established a government and laws 
according to the beliefs of Islam, and both the religion and the influence of the 
city of Madinah spread rapidly. 
    Muhammad’s enemies in Makkah could not bear the situation and several 
battles broke out between the two cities. In 630 of the Common Era, the Prophet 
marched into the city of his birth, victorious, bringing Makkah into the realm of 
the empire of Allah. He went to the Kaaba and declaring “Allahu Akbar” (“God 
is Great”), Muhammad destroyed the idols there, established the temple as the 
most sacred place of Islam, and thus made Makkah the holy city. 
 

By AishahBy AishahBy AishahBy Aishah    
 

    After the Prophet’s first wife Khadija died, he married eleven additional wives. 
I was his third. As the daughter of Abu Bakr, one of the Prophet’s earliest and 
most trusted followers, I was promised to my husband in marriage when I was 
just a young girl. Our wedding was then delayed for some years until I came of 
age. Afterwards, we grew very close to one another.  
    I was with Muhammad during his years in Madinah and afterward until he 
died in my arms in 632 of the Common Era. To Muslims that was in the year 10, 
since we have devised a calendar which measures time before and after the 
Hegira, our name for the Prophet’s famous flight from Makkah to Madinah.   
    My husband was a man of deeds and we, his followers, strive now to follow 
the many examples he set for good behavior. For instance, after he established 
the Kaaba as Islam’s holiest shrine, the Prophet appointed an African slave to call 
Muslims to prayer there. This lowly man who was looked down upon by many 
people of the day was selected to hold one of the highest positions of the time.  
    There are many such stories of Muhammad’s kindnesses. With Allah guiding 
the hands of the followers, these stories along with Islam’s history, details of 
earlier prophets, and the Prophet’s revelations recorded during his lifetime are 
being gathered into the Qur’an, the word of Allah in a holy book which will 
forever direct Muslims in their faith, daily lives, and relationships. 

    

                                        By ABy ABy ABy Alililili    
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Religion Rising 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Objective:  The student will be able to describe the extent of the Muslim Empire 
and reasons why it weakened and fell. 
 
Materials: Muslim Expansion Under the Umayyad (Springboard 

handout or transparency) 
    Chronology of Conquest (handout) 
    All Together in Al-Andalus (2-page handout) 
    Muslim Empire Mind Map (handout) 
    
Terms to know: dynasty - family line of rulers 

ancestry - family line traced back to one individual or 
group 
tolerance - acceptance of and respect for religious or 
other differences among people 
astronomy - the scientific study of outer space 

 
Procedure: 

· While reviewing the Springboard, distribute “Chronology of a Conquest” and 
have the student(s) compare their inferences to the information on the 
timeline.  

· Have the student(s) summarize what the timeline shows in terms of how the 
empire actually formed (through conquest, uniting tribes, civil war, etc.). Ask 
the student(s) to find the Umayyad Dynasty on the timeline (see 661) and 
point out that these rulers only ruled the entire Muslim Empire for less than 
150 years before they were overthrown, but they continued to control Spain 
for almost another 500 years, a unique period in history when people of three 
major religions peacefully coexisted for a time of great advancements. 

· Distribute “All Together in Al-Andalus” and have the student(s) work 
independently, in pairs or small groups to read the handout. Using this 
handout, the Springboard map and timeline, the student(s) should then create 
a web diagram about the Muslim Empire using the “Muslim Empire Mind Map” 
handout.   

· The groups should then share their answers and discuss. (Answers may vary 
but students should add several “spokes” for each topic with details.) 

 
 
 

Springboard: 

Students should study the “Muslim Expansion Under the Umayyad” 

 map and answer the question. 

(By 750 the Muslim Empire stretched from Eastern Asia, across the Arabian 

Peninsula and Northern Africa; it included Sicily and Spain. Answers to the second 

question may vary but should be reasonable and spark discussion.) 
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The Umayyad was a dynasty that ruled the Muslim Empire during a major period 

in its expansion. 
  
Describe the extent of the Muslim Empire by the end of Umayyad rule. 

             

             

             

             

              
 

How do you think this rapid expansion was accomplished both before and during 

Umayyad rule?   
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    630      Muhammad and his followers capture Makkah  
630-632   Muhammad brings tribes of the Arabian Peninsula under Muslim  

                 control 
    632      Muhammad dies; Abu Bakr becomes caliph 
632-633   Wars of “Ridda” stop widespread tribal rebellions to cement Muslim  
                control over Arabia  

    633      Muslim conquest of most of Mesopotamia 
    634      Defeat of Byzantine armies to gain control of part of Palestine; Umar 
                becomes caliph   
    636      Defeat of Byzantine armies to gain control of Syria   

    637      Conquest of Jerusalem  
    640      Conquest of Khurasan from Persians (northern Iran and Turkistan) 
    641      Muslims take Zagros Mountains and remaining Persian land and Upper 
                Mesopotamia  

    642      Conquest of Egypt  
    644      Uthman becomes caliph; opposed by many in Madinah 
    647      Begin conquest of North Africa 
    649      Beginning of war at sea with the Byzantines; conquest of island of  

                Cyprus; Southern Iran conquered 
    650      Official text of the Qur’an is established  
    656      Uthman is murdered and Ali becomes caliph 
    657      Battle of Siffin; Mu’awiya, governor of Syria and nephew of Uthman, 
                claims self as caliph; civil war erupts between Mu’awiya supporters and  

                the Shi’a (followers of Ali) 
    661      Ali is murdered; Mu’awiya becomes caliph to establish Umayyad 
                Dynasty (661-750) of Syria supported by Sunni Muslims; Empire’s  
                capital established in Damascus, Syria 

    667      Muslims take control of Sicily 
    680      Mu'awiya dies and is succeeded by his son Yazid; Ali’s son Hussein is 
                killed leading a revolt against Umayyads 
683-692   Second civil war between Sunnis supporting Umayyads and Shi’ites 

685-687   Shi'ite uprising against governor of Iraq  
    698      Capture of Carthage in North Africa 
698-710   Capture of remainder of North African coast to modern day Morocco   
    711      Conquest of Spain (most of the Iberian Peninsula)  

717-718   Attempt to conquer Constantinople fails  
    732      Muslim armies are defeated by Frank soldiers led by Charles Martel at  
                 the Battle of Tours 
744-750   Third civil war and Shi’ite uprising 

    750      Abbas defeats Umayyad troops and begins the Abbasid Dynasty  
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MUSLIMS and CHRISTIANS and JEWS 

 

Christian - As Muslims were building their empire across southwest Asia 
and North Africa, Spain was ruled by the Visigoths, a Germanic tribe from 

northern Europe. It is said that a Christian nobleman asked Arab troops 
for aid after the Visigoth King Roderick kidnapped his daughter. It was 

then in 711 that 12,000 Arab and North African Muslims crossed the 
Strait of Gibraltar to take over most of the Iberian Peninsula, which they 

called Al-Andalus and others called Andalusia.       
 

Jew - Under the Umayyad Dynasty Andalusia became the cultural center 

of Europe. Jews and Christians were free to live their lives as they wished. 
The Muslims for the most part respected our religions, calling us “People 

of the Book,” since all three religions share common ancestry in Abraham 
and many of the same religious prophets and stories. Jews were not 

hated and isolated as elsewhere in Europe. The tolerance allowed all to 
live in peace and cooperation, bringing knowledge and beauty to Spain. 
 

Muslim - It was in Spain that many Greek writings were translated into 
Arabic to be widely read there and throughout the Muslim world. This 

happened at a time when most of Europe was illiterate. Many historians in 
fact credit the Muslims for saving the works of Greek and Roman scholars 
which might otherwise have been lost forever during the time known as 

the European Dark Ages.  
 

Christian - Advancements were made in mathematics, science, and 
medicine. Astronomy in particular was of great interest. New instruments 

were developed and precise tables were created to show the movement 
of the planets and other heavenly bodies. A number of star names and 
terms in astronomy come from the Moors, the name used by others to 

describe the Spanish Muslims.  
 

Jew - One text from the period later became the guide for medical 
universities throughout Europe. Doctors in Andalusia stressed the 
importance of clean hair, fingernails, and clothing while treating patients. 

They detailed procedures for amputating limbs, doing eye and dental 
surgeries, and treating wounds and fractures. They also explained the use 

of diet and plants in caring for patients.  
 

Muslim - Of course many of these achievements required money, and Al-
Andalus was quite wealthy. Its economy, based on crafts, agriculture, and 
trade, made Al-Andalus a major trading center. It was also a major 

cultural center.  
 

Christian - Moorish art and architecture of the Muslims of the time did in 
fact have a style of its own. Arches and domes borrowed from the Greeks 
and Romans combined with Muslim patterns and glass mosaics all 
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appeared in beautiful structures. Libraries were built to house thousands 
of books on all subjects by a wide range of writers.  
 

Jew - Respect for other cultures and achievements was a factor in all 

areas of Umayyad society, allowing for the development of new ways of 
thinking. With so many minds focused on solving the problems of the day, 
it is not surprising that great strides were made in a variety of fields.    
 

Muslim - This is indeed true of the social sciences that were of such 

importance in Al-Andalus. One of the most well-known Muslim writers of 
all time, the African geographer Ibn Battuta, studied there. Ibn Battuta 

spent twenty-eight years of his life traveling and wrote about the many 
places he saw. Still other writers from Al-Andalus produced books on 
politics, religion, philosophy, and history. Ibn Khaldun is known as the 

first historian to study and explain the rise and fall of civilizations.  
 

Christian - Perhaps the Umayyads should have paid closer attention to 
the works of Ibn Khaldun. They might then have prevented the fall of 
their own civilization. Though the dynasty was able to maintain control of 

Andalusia for five hundred years, long after their family lost power over 
the Muslim Empire, divisions among the Umayyad rulers and other 

Muslims gradually led to problems and violence in Andalusia. 
 

Jew - These problems left Andalusia open to attack from outsiders. A 
series of invasions from 1090 through the 12th century broke Andalusia 
into a number of mostly Muslim states, many of which were far less 

tolerant of other people and religions than the Umayyads. Gradually these 
weak Muslim states were conquered by Christians until all that was left of 

once-great Anadalusia was the Kingdom of Granada.     
 

Muslim - Al-Andalus came to end in a violent and very sad way. As the 

Christians of Spain forced out the Muslims, this unique and advanced 
civilization that took centuries to build was destroyed. After Granada was 

lost to Roman Catholic Spain, Muslims and Jews were forced to convert to 
Christianity, leave the country, or be killed. Millions died as tolerance was 

replaced by the Spanish Inquisition. A Muslim or Jew could be killed for 
any act viewed as non-Christian such as taking a bath on Friday or 

refusing to eat pork.  
 

Christian - The Spanish Inquisition definitely was a dark chapter in the 

history of Christianity. 
 

Jew - … And in the history of Judaism as well.  
 

Muslim - I believe there is much we all can learn from the history of    

Al-Andalus. Perhaps one day there will be another place and time when 
people of these religions can once more coexist peacefully. 
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At the Pinnacle? 
 
 

 
 

Objective: The student will be able to explain the controversy surrounding the 
“Golden Age of Islam.” 
 
Materials: “_______” (Springboard handout) 
    Assessing the Abbasids (handout) 
 
Terms to know: controversy - a disagreement between at least two 

differing viewpoints 
 
Procedure: 

· After discussing the Springboard, explain that there are strongly differing 
views surrounding the “Golden Age of Islam” which some people say 
occurred during the reign of the Abbasid Dynasty. Go on to explain that in this 
lesson the student(s) will examine some of the key points of disagreement. 

· Distribute copies of “Assessing the Abbasids.” The student(s) should work 
individually or in small groups using the Internet, textbooks, and/or media 
resources to research the Muslim Golden Age and complete the handout as 
directed.  

· Have the student(s) share their opinions and reasoning and discuss. 
(Answers will vary. Any response is acceptable as long as it is supported by 
relevant facts.)  

· NOTE: Additional information about Golden Age accomplishments is provided 
in the “Gifts to the World” lesson (page 37). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Students should read “  ” and answer the questions. 

 

   
 

 
 

            Springboard: 
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    By the middle of the 8
th
 century many people within the Muslim Empire were 

dissatisfied with Umayyad rule. It was then that another family, the Abbasids, 

gained the support of several Muslim groups, overthrew the ruling family, and 

established a new dynasty.  

    The Abbasid Dynasty ruled the empire from their capital city of Baghdad in 

what is now Iraq. The time of Abbasid rule from 758 to 1258 was both a period of 

great achievement and great difficulty. Some scholars refer to this time as a 

“golden age,” but others disagree since by definition a golden age is a period of 

peace and achievement and the Abbasids brought only the latter. 

    Abbasid rule oversaw the development of Arabic as the language of learning. 

Great books from cultures across the world were translated so Muslims could gain 

as much knowledge as possible. The introduction of paper made such books 

widely available. Great emphasis was placed on learning, particularly in the areas 

of science, medicine, mathematics, and literature, while art and architecture 

flourished as well.  

   Still, peace eluded the empire under the Abbasids. Abbasid rulers separated 

themselves from the people and ruthlessly increased their power. Some groups of 

Muslims who had helped them defeat the Umayyads were ignored and even 

mistreated. By the beginning of the ninth century Baghdad’s control over Muslim 

lands began to crumble as Spain and other regions of the empire broke free of 

Abbasid control and established governments of their own. Abbasid rule ended in 

1258 when the Mongols, a tribe from Asia, conquered their capital city of 

Baghdad.      
 

According to the passage, the Abbasid Dynasty ruled 

A. from the 8
th
 to the 13

th
 century.  

B. before the Umayyad Dynasty. 

C. when Arabic was first spoken. 
D. until the early ninth century.  

 

The word “eluded” in the last paragraph most nearly means 

 A.  enlightened.     B.  exercised.       C.  escaped.    D.  evicted. 
 

The most appropriate choice of a title for this passage would be 

 A.  “Undoing of the Umayyads.” 

 B.  “A Controversial Dynasty.”           

 C.  “The Golden Age of Islam.” 

 D.  “Abbasid Contributions.” 
 

Based on the little you now know about the Abbasid Dynasty, would you say that 

it ruled over a “golden age” or not?  Explain your answer.      
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    By the middle of the 8th century many people within the Muslim Empire were 

dissatisfied with Umayyad rule. It was then that another family, the Abbasids, gained 

the support of several Muslim groups, overthrew the ruling family, and established a 

new dynasty.  

    The Abbasid Dynasty ruled the empire from their capital city of Baghdad in what is 

now Iraq. The time of Abbasid rule from 758 to 1258 was both a period of great 

achievement and great difficulty. Some scholars refer to this time as a “golden age,” 

but others disagree since by definition a golden age is a period of peace and 

achievement and the Abbasids brought only the latter. 

    Abbasid rule oversaw the development of Arabic as the language of learning. Great 

books from cultures across the world were translated so Muslims could gain as much 

knowledge as possible. The introduction of paper made such books widely available. 

Great emphasis was placed on learning, particularly in the areas of science, medicine, 

mathematics, and literature, while art and architecture flourished as well.  

   Still, peace eluded the empire under the Abbasids. Abbasid rulers separated 

themselves from the people and ruthlessly increased their power. Some groups of 

Muslims who had helped them defeat the Umayyads were ignored and even 

mistreated. By the beginning of the ninth century Baghdad’s control over Muslim 

lands began to crumble as Spain and other regions of the empire broke free of 

Abbasid control and established governments of their own. Abbasid rule ended in 

1258 when the Mongols, a tribe from Asia, conquered their capital city of Baghdad.      
 

According to the passage, the Abbasid Dynasty ruled         (Although some regions  

A. from the 8th to the 13th century. *                       of the empire broke away,  

B. before the Umayyad Dynasty.    the Abbasid Dynasty ruled  

C. when Arabic was first spoken.   at least some of the Muslim  

D. until the early ninth century.                              Empire from 758 to 1258.) 
 

The word “eluded” in the last paragraph most nearly means 

 A.  enlightened.     B.  exercised.       C.  escaped. *    D.  evicted. 

(While “escaped” does not perfectly fit the word’s usage, none of the other 

three choices make sense.)  
 

The most appropriate choice of a title for this passage would be 

 A.  “Undoing of the Umayyads.”           (A, C, and D are supporting details, 

 B.  “A Controversial Dynasty.” *                   but B addresses the main idea. 

 C.  “The Golden Age of Islam.”  The Abbasids ruled over a time of 

 D.  “Abbasid Contributions.”                  achievement but not peace.)           
 

Based on the little you now know about the Abbasid Dynasty, would you say that it 

ruled over a “golden age” or not?  Explain your answer. Answers may vary but 

should be supported by facts. In that it was a time of great achievement, Abbasid 

rule could be considered a golden age. The fact that there was so much dissension 

and erosion of the empire during the period, however, does not fit the definition of 

a “golden age.”   

Answers & Explanations for … 
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Use information from the Internet or other resources to help you decide what 
you think about each statement. Mark an X to indicate the degree to which you 
agree or disagree. Then list facts that support your opinion. 

 
           The Abbasid Dynasty ruled over the height of the Muslim Empire. 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

The Abbasids were responsible for great cultural and economic developments.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Muslim Empire had a tremendous effect on the world of that time. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Muslim accomplishments from that period have influenced the modern world. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

The time of Abbasid rule should be recognized as the “Golden Age of Islam.” 
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One Empire under Allah 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Objective: The student will be able to explain the importance of the Sharia to the 
Muslim Empire. 
 
Materials: The Sharia (Springboard handout) 
    The Sharia Simplified (2-page handout) 
    What Would a Qudi Say? (handout) 
     
Terms to know: theocracy - government ruled by religious leaders 

according to the beliefs and laws of their religion 
 fundamentalism - strict and literal interpretation of 

laws and principles (such as the Sharia) 
 liberal - not bound by traditional views and attitudes 
 censure - an official, public statement of disapproval   
 
Procedure: 

· After reviewing the Springboard, explain that the Sharia remains the basis of 
law in most Muslim countries today, though some interpret the laws more 
strictly than others. Go on to explain that in this lesson the student(s) will 
learn more about the specific requirements of the Sharia as they participate in 
a simulation in which they think about how a Muslim “Qudi” might interpret 
and enforce laws in his nation. 

· Distribute copies of “The Sharia Simplified” and “What Would a Qudi Say?” 
The student(s) should work individually or in groups to read the specifics of 
the Sharia and then use what they learn to complete the handout as directed. 

· Have the student(s) share / compare their decisions for the six cases. (Each 
case is intentionally ambiguous and as noted, would likely be judged 
differently in different Muslim countries. Answers will therefore vary, but 
should be justified during follow-up discussion.)  

· EXTENSION: Have the student(s) find information about how one specific 
Muslim nation interprets and incorporates the Sharia into that country’s code 
of law today.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Springboard: 

Students should read “The Sharia” and answer the questions. 
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   There was no separation between government and religion in the Muslim 
Empire. Rulers of that theocracy followed the teachings of Muhammad, the 
Qur’an, and the Sayings of Muhammad in governing. The Sharia, Muslim law 
based on these sources, dictated the way people in the empire lived and 
behaved. 
   The Sharia laid out how business was to be conducted and inheritances 
were to be given out; it detailed procedures for marriage, divorce, and child 
care, crimes of various sorts, and how justice was to be decided. The Sharia 
determined what people wore, ate, how they bathed, and when and how they 
worshipped: in fact all aspects of life. Rather than being merely a code of 
laws and punishments, the Sharia was a guide for living.   
   Judges, called Qudi, had the responsibility of seeing that the Sharia was 
followed. The Qudi often had great flexibility in deciding cases. Qudi could 
settle disputes between families or businesses, marriage and family problems, 
or clear up issues about dress, food, or other questions. In deciding cases, 
judges used all of the sources mentioned as well as looking to decisions made 
by judges in the past.  
   Some crimes, however, were so serious, that the punishments were clearly 
stated in the Sharia. For example the sentence for murder was death, but 
such a harsh sentence demanded witnesses to the crime or a confession by 
the murderer. Robbery demanded the criminal’s hand be cut off, and drinking 
alcohol or making false accusations against another person brought whippings.  
 

According to information in the passage, a theocracy could BEST be defined as 
A. an empire ruled according to Muslim laws. 
B. a leader who is influenced by his/her religious beliefs. 
C. an inheritance given according to the Sharia. 
D. a government ruled according to a religion’s teachings. 

 

The Sharia ___ all aspects of ___ in the Muslim Empire. 
A. encouraged … criminal activity 
B. explained … Muhammad’s life 
C. decided … accusations 
D. determined … conduct 

 

What prediction about the modern day is MOST REASONABLE based on 
your knowledge of Islam and the Sharia? 

A. The Sharia is much shorter and less-demanding than it used to be. 
B. Muslims follow the Sharia much as they did in the Muslim Empire. 
C. Qudis are now the government and religious leaders of Islam.  
D. Most countries in the world have become Muslim theocracies. 

 

How do you think Muslim Qudis are similar to and different from Western 
judges? 
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   There was no separation between government and religion in the Muslim Empire. 
Rulers of that theocracy followed the teachings of Muhammad, the Qur’an, and the 
Sayings of Muhammad in governing. The Sharia, Muslim law based on these 
sources, dictated the way people in the empire lived and behaved. 
   The Sharia laid out how business was to be conducted and inheritances were to 
be given out; it detailed procedures for marriage, divorce, and child care, crimes of 
various sorts, and how justice was to be decided. The Sharia determined what 
people wore, ate, how they bathed, and when and how they worshipped: in fact all 
aspects of life. Rather than being merely a code of laws and punishments, the Sharia 
was a guide for living.   
   Judges, called Qudi, had the responsibility of seeing that the Sharia was followed. 
The Qudi often had great flexibility in deciding cases. Qudi could settle disputes 
between families or businesses, marriage and family problems, or clear up issues 
about dress, food, or other questions. In deciding cases, judges used all of the 
sources mentioned as well as looking to decisions made by judges in the past.  
   Some crimes, however, were so serious, that the punishments were clearly stated 
in the Sharia. For example the sentence for murder was death, but such a harsh 
sentence demanded witnesses to the crime or a confession by the murderer. 
Robbery demanded the criminal’s hand be cut off, and drinking alcohol or making 
false accusations against another person brought whippings.  
 

According to information in the passage, a theocracy could BEST be defined as 
A. an empire ruled according to Muslim laws. 
B. a leader who is influenced by his/her religious beliefs. 
C. an inheritance given according to the Sharia. 
D. a government ruled according to a religion’s teachings. * 

(Use of the word in the first paragraph implies that a theocracy is a form of 

government. Theocracies can be based on any religion.)  
 

The Sharia ___ all aspects of ___ in the Muslim Empire.    (The passage states  

A. encouraged … criminal activity        that the “Sharia  

B. explained … Muhammad’s life        dictated the way  

C. decided … accusations          people … lived  
D. determined … conduct *           and behaved.) 

 

What prediction about the modern day is MOST REASONABLE based on your 
knowledge of Islam and the Sharia? 

A.  The Sharia is much shorter and less-demanding than it used to be. 
B. Muslims follow the Sharia much as they did in the Muslim Empire. * 

C. Qudis are now the government and religious leaders of Islam.  
D. Most countries in the world have become Muslim theocracies. 
(Only B is logical. Laws of many Muslim nations are based on the Sharia.) 

 

How do you think Muslim Qudis are similar to and different from Western judges? 
They decide cases like Western judges, but have far more influence over other aspects 

of people’s lives. Western law holds less sway over people’s lives than the Sharia. 
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   The word “Sharia” means “path.” The Sharia is the body of laws and 

teachings that directs Muslims along their path to salvation or Paradise. The 

Sharia dictates many aspects of a Muslim’s personal, public, and religious life. 

In order to protect society, individual people and families, property, and the 

Islamic religion, the Sharia also includes criminal codes and defines three 

distinct types of crimes: Hadd, Tazir, and Qesas. It is important to note, 

however, that specific cases may be considered one type of crime in one 

country and different type elsewhere!  
 

Hadd Crimes 

      Hadd crimes are specified in the Qur’an along with their punishments, which 

are often harsh. Still such punishments named in the Qur’an are typical of those 

in the Middle Ages. Hadd crimes have fixed punishments since they are seen as 

crimes against the will of Allah. In most situations a Qudi hearing a Hadd crime 

case has little or no flexibility in deciding a punishment.  

      Murder is punishable by death. Theft is punished by amputation of hands, 

and false accusations that destroy another’s reputation are punishable by 

flogging. Apostasy, or rejection of Islam, can result in death for men and life 

imprisonment for women; however Muslim scholars disagree over the definition 

of apostasy. Some think harsh penalties should apply only if a Muslim betrays 

the community in a way westerners might call treason. Others believe any 

rejection of Islamic beliefs is a serious crime for which Hadd punishments should 

apply. 

      Different Muslim countries recognize different Hadd crimes. Drinking 

alcohol, for instance, is considered a Hadd crime in stricter, more fundamentalist 

countries like Saudi Arabia or Iran, while more liberal Islamic nations view it as a 

less serious offense. In such places apostasy is generally treated as a lesser crime 

as well.      

      While the punishment for Hadd crimes is usually severe, the burden of proof 

in these cases is high. A judge can only issue Hadd punishments if criminals 

confess to crimes or there are at least two witnesses from the scene. Only 

governments can punish Hadd crimes and some view such punishments as 

appropriate only for crimes or criminals that do not deserve leniency. Based on 

the sayings of Muhammad, Muslims must whenever possible “find a way out for 

the Muslim; then release him.” According to Muhammad, “It is better that (a 

judge) errs in favor of innocence than in favor of guilt.” If cases in which there is 

doubt that a Hadd crime has been committed, a judge would try the case as a 

Tazir. 
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Tazir Crimes 

      Tazir crimes are less serious than Hadd crimes and demand a lower standard 

of proof. Punishments in Tazir cases can vary widely depending upon the crime, 

the criminal, or the circumstances. In Tazir cases the Qudi decides the 

punishment to be given. A judge can base a decision upon past decisions, rules, 

examples from Muhammad’s life, or can devise a new punishment that could 

help the criminal or the community. Some common Tazir punishments are fines, 

counseling, house arrest, time in jail, seizure of property, flogging, censure, and 

community pressure. 

     Tazir crimes are seen as actions that are harmful to the community as a whole. 
The wide array of misdeeds considered Tazir crimes includes: bribery, 
dishonesty in business, petty theft, other lesser crimes, and serious ones for 
which there is not enough proof for a judge to try the case as a Hadd crime.  
     The Sharia is meant to protect society so punishing a person for doing wrong 
serves several purposes. It teaches the guilty party and others a lesson, helps 
prevent future harm, and helps people of a community feel safe and happy.  This 
emphasis on public welfare has led some governments to establish national 
codes of law to make Tazir crimes and punishment more specific. Yet the judges 
still have some flexibility in deciding Tazir punishments in those countries. 
 

Qesas Crimes 

     Qesas crimes are based on the ancient idea of “an eye for an eye and a tooth 
for a tooth.” In these cases the victim or the victim’s family can ask that the 
criminal be punished to the degree to which the victim was harmed. Some 
punishments for Qesas crimes are stated in the Qur’an. For example if a person is 
killed, his family can seek Qesas punishment and have the killer executed.  
Depending upon the situation, the family could also decide to forgive the 
offender. While punishment is an important factor in the Sharia, Muslims are 
also taught that it, “It is better to forgive.”  
     Like Tazir crimes, Qesas offenses can also vary greatly. Murder, causing 
physical harm to another, robbery, fraud, and any other crimes against people or 
their property can be approached as a Qesas crime. Qesas crimes are simple to 
punish, and the guilty party can often predict what the punishment will be. 
    Sometimes though, the punishment can be in the form of “Diya,” a kind of 
fine. Diya, which dates back to the time of Muhammad, is paid to the victim. In 
cases in which the victim is dead, money is paid to the victim’s family or tribe.  
Likewise, if an offender is too poor to pay the Diya decided by the judge, the 
criminal’s family or tribe is expected to pay. No Diya may be offered or collected, 
however, unless a Qudi hears a case and demands its payment.      
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CASE #1: Raheeb, a builder, was paid to construct a house for Danial and his family. Shortly 
after the house was completed and the family had moved in, a section of the roof collapsed, 
killing Danial’s oldest son.  
The type of crime committed:            
The Qudi’s decision and explanation based on the Sharia:       

             

             
              
 

CASE #2: By the age of fifteen Farraj had endured years of teasing and mistreatment at the 
hands of other students at his school. One day Farraj decided to fight back so he brought a knife 
to school. When he left the schoolyard at day’s end, a group of boys gathered around him, calling 
him names. Furious, he pulled out his knife and slashed one of the boys in the face.  
The type of crime committed:            
The Qudi’s decision and explanation based on the Sharia:       

             

             
              
 

 

CASE #3: Dalia was walking with her father one afternoon when a group of men approached 
and told her father they had seen her drinking alcohol. Dalia denied their claim and insisted they 
had her confused with someone else.  
The type of crime committed:            
The Qudi’s decision and explanation based on the Sharia:       

             

             
              
 
 

CASE #4:  Jamel, who at eighteen had never caused any trouble, made a new friend named Bakir. 
One afternoon Jamel was driving the two of them around when Bakir asked Jamel to stop at a 
corner store and wait in the car. Minutes later Bakir returned, waved a pile of money, and told 
Jamel to drive off. Jamel did, but his car was soon overtaken by police and the two boys were 
arrested for robbery. The store clerk and a customer inside identified Bakir, but they had not 
seen Jamel.  
The type of crime committed:            
The Qudi’s decision and explanation based on the Sharia:       

             

             
              
 
 
 
 
 

CASE #5: Magdal refuses to dress in the modest, draped clothing typically worn by women and 
questions other Islamic requirements as well. She has even been spotted several times entering 
and leaving a Christian church.     
The type of crime committed:            
The Qudi’s decision and explanation based on the Sharia:       
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Gifts to the World 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Objective: The student will be able to describe some contributions from the 
Muslim Empire. 
 
Materials: Muslims in the Modern World (Springboard 

transparency) 
Count on It, 1001 Arabian Nights, Say It with Arabic, 

 On Muslims & Medicine, Alas, the Astrolabe 
(handouts - see NOTE below) 

 scissors 
 
Terms to know: navigation - the guidance of ships, aircraft, etc. from 

place to place  
astrolabe - a navigational instrument for measuring 
the positions of heavenly bodies      

 
Procedure: 

· After discussing the Springboard, explain that the Muslim Empire not only left 
its religion to the modern world, but contributed many other things as well. Go 
on to explain that this lesson examines some of those contributions.  

· For group instruction arrange the room into five stations and have students 
work in groups, rotating to complete a different activity at each station. For 
individual instruction staple the five handouts into a packet for the student 
to complete. (NOTE: “1001 Arabian Nights” requires Internet access or you 
will need to print off a few stories ahead of time. See the handout for more 
information.)  

· Have the student(s) share their answers, stories, and conversations from the 
various activities and discuss what they learned. (Answers, stories, etc. will 
vary, but students should recognize that Arabic numbers, the use of zero, and 
a base-ten decimal system are contributions that are easier to use than other 
number systems. Also, the Muslims approached medicine and other fields in 
a scientific, research-based way. They determined time and location with an 
astrolabe, although other, more portable and accurate instruments have since 
replaced it for general use.) 

· EXTENSION: Have the student(s) conduct research to find another 
contribution of the Muslim Empire and report on it and its impact on the world. 

 
 

 

         Springboard: 

Students should study the “Muslims in the Modern World” map and 

answer the questions. (The religion is more widespread than at the time of the Muslim 

Empire. Large numbers of people have since converted to Islam, which experts project 

will overtake Christianity as the world’s most populous religion c. 2025.)   
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Explain how the Muslim World has changed since the time of the Muslim Empire (inset): 

             

             

             

             

             

             

              
 
How and why do you think these changes have occurred?  
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... a person from India presented himself before the leader al-Mansur in the year 
776 who was well-versed in the ... method of calculation of the movement of the 
heavenly bodies, and having ways of calculating equations ... Al-Mansur ordered 
this book to be translated into Arabic, and a work to be written based on the 
translation, to give the Arabs a solid base for calculating... 

 

Adapted from the “Chronology of the Scholars” by al-Qifti, 12th century CE 
 

    After the Ancient Greeks laid a brilliant foundation for mathematics, the Muslims 

translated the Greek works and built upon them to make advances in the field. To 

encourage learning, caliphs of the Abbasid Dynasty founded what they called the 

“House of Wisdom” in their capital city. The House of Wisdom became a center for 

research and the translation of texts for use by Muslim scholars and others. 

Baghdad’s House of Wisdom was home to, among others, the most famous 

mathematician of the time, Al-Khawarizmi, who is known as the "Father of Algebra.” 

   Muslim mathematicians at the House of Wisdom and elsewhere in the empire also 

worked to adapt Indian numbers and the concept of zero into a useful, easy-to-use 

decimal system. However various parts of the Muslim empire and even individual 

mathematicians adapted the Indian system in different ways. It was not until much 

later that the “Arabic numbers” we use today came into regular use. 

 
 
 

    

    

DIRECTIONS:DIRECTIONS:DIRECTIONS:DIRECTIONS: These three main types of arithmetic were used in Muslim 

countries in the Middle Ages. Make up and solve at least one problem for each:  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

QUESTION:QUESTION:QUESTION:QUESTION: Why do you think the “Indian” or “Arabic” system eventually came 

into common use. 

 

 

 

1. Finger-reckoning - This system 

was based on counting on the 

fingers, but numbers were written 

in words instead of symbols. 

 

 

2. Sexagesimal - This system used 

letters of the alphabet to 

represent numbers.   

 

 

3.    Indian - This system used Indian 

numbers (Arabic) with a decimal 

place-value system.     
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    Literature was greatly appreciated in the 
Muslim Empire of the Middle Ages, and many 
stories, poems, and other works were written. 
The most famous by far were the tales of 1001 
Arabian Nights.  
 

   1001 Arabian Nights is a collection of stories set 

in the Muslim Empire. They are about the 

beautiful, young daughter of a government 

official in the king’s court. According to the tales, 

the king loves storytelling, but this love earns him a horrible reputation for 

killing a series of brides after they tell him stories on their wedding night. 

     Scheherazade, the official’s daughter, devises a risky plan to stop the 

killings. She attracts the king’s interest in order to become his next bridal 

choice. When they marry, though, rather than telling him a story from start 

to finish, Scheherazade tells enough to entice her king-husband to want to 

hear more. Each night she weaves her never-ending yarn, one story 

segment flowing into another, always leaving him anxious to know what 

happens next. Each night, then, he postpones her execution so he can 

hear more of Scheherazade’s tale.     
 

DIRECTIONS: Use the Internet or another source to find one of Scheherazade’s 

tales. Read the story, jotting notes below to help you remember the 

details. Then be prepared to tell the tale briefly to the class. Some useful 
story sites are: 

www.sacred-texts.com/neu/lang1k1/ 

mfx.dasburo.com/an/a_index_commented.html 
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DIRECTIONS: Use some of the words and phrases below to write a short 

conversation in Arabic. Be prepared to read it aloud to your classmates.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

             

Assalamu 

alaikum,sadiq! 

  The Arabic language originated in Arabia in pre-

Islamic times but spread quickly along with the Muslim 

Empire. It became the official Muslim language; 

writings from people around the world were translated 

into Arabic and preserved. Today about 200 million 

people, mainly in Muslim nations, speak Arabic. 

Excuse me. – Ismahlee. 

good morning – Sabah al khair 

How are you? – Kayfa haluk? 

What is your name? – Ma ismuka? 

My name is ___. – Ismy ___. 

I / me – ana 

you – inta 

yes – na’am 

no – la 

and – wa 

very good - kowaies kateer 

What is this? Eh dah? 

I want ___. – Ari yad ___. 

I am fine. - Ana bekhair. 

I am hungry. – Ana gowaan. 

eat – yacol 

 

Peace to you. - Assalamu alaikum. 

Peace to you, also. - Walaikum assalam. 

please – min fadlak 

thank you - shukran  

you’re welcome – ahlan wa salan 

here – hena 

speak / talk – takallam 

friend – sadiq 

bread – khubz 

milk – halib 

fish – samak 

water – mayia 

Where are you from? - Min fain inta?  

Do you have ___? Indek ___? 

Do you speak English? - Tet kalam Ingleezi? 

I don’t have ___. - Ana ma endi ___. 
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An excerpt by Ibn Sina, c. 1020An excerpt by Ibn Sina, c. 1020An excerpt by Ibn Sina, c. 1020An excerpt by Ibn Sina, c. 1020    
 

  “Medicine considers the human body as to the means by which it is cured and by 
which it is driven away from health. The knowledge of anything, since all things have 
causes, is not acquired or complete unless it is known by its causes. Therefore in 
medicine we ought to know the causes of sickness and health. And because health and 
sickness and their causes are … not to be comprehended except by the study of 
symptoms, we must also study the symptoms of health and disease. …. Of these 
causes there are four kinds: material, efficient, formal, and final.  
    Material causes on which health and sickness depend are the affected member, 
which is the immediate subject, and the humors; and in these are the elements. And 
these two are subjects that, according to their mixing together, alter. In the 
composition and alteration of the substance which is thus composed, a certain unity is 
attained.  
    Efficient causes are the causes changing and preserving the conditions of the human 
body; as airs, and what are united with them; … and districts and cities, and habitable 
places, and what are united with them; and changes in age and … races and arts and 
manners, and bodily … movings and restings, and sleepings and wakings on account 
of them; and in things which befall the human body when they touch it, and are 
either in accordance or at variance with nature.  
    Formal causes are physical constitutions, and combinations and virtues which result 
from them. Final causes are operations. And in the science of operations lies the 
science of virtues, as we have set forth. These are the subjects of the doctrine of 
medicine; whence one inquires concerning the disease and curing of the human body. 
One ought to attain perfection in this research; namely, how health may be preserved 
and sickness cured. And the causes of this kind are rules in eating and drinking, and 
the choice of air, and the measure of exercise and rest; and doctoring with medicines 
and doctoring with the hands. ...”  
 

Although his explanations are confusing, giveAlthough his explanations are confusing, giveAlthough his explanations are confusing, giveAlthough his explanations are confusing, give    one example one example one example one example you think might fit each you think might fit each you think might fit each you think might fit each 
cause of sickness and health describecause of sickness and health describecause of sickness and health describecause of sickness and health describedddd    by Ibn Sina:by Ibn Sina:by Ibn Sina:by Ibn Sina:    
Material -             

Efficient -             

Formal -             

Final -             
 

How do you How do you How do you How do you think Muslim ideas about medicine might have contributed to medical think Muslim ideas about medicine might have contributed to medical think Muslim ideas about medicine might have contributed to medical think Muslim ideas about medicine might have contributed to medical 
study and practice?study and practice?study and practice?study and practice?                                            
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       The astrolabe was a kind of ancient computer 
for measuring the positions of heavenly bodies. 
Astrolabes helped to advance both astronomy and 
navigation. Although simple astrolabes are known 
to have been in use as early as 400 CE, Muslim 
scientists improved on the device and brought it 
into wide use.  
    Besides being used to measure the locations of 
the sun, moon, and planets and for finding 
positions at sea, the Islamic world used astrolabes to determine when and how 
to pray. Required to pray five times a day facing Makkah, Muslims used their 
astrolabes to determine the time of day as well as the location of their holy 
city.           

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

How do you think the astrolabe could have been used by Muslims to determine 
when and how to pray? 
 
 
 
 
How do you think the astrolabe could have helped sailors find their position at 
sea? 
 

 
 

DIRECTIONS: Cut out this simple 
astrolabe and use it to describe 
the position of three objects, 
following the directions below:  
1.  Hold your astrolabe so one of 

the cross-lines is parallel with 
the ground or horizon.  

2. Use a pencil to line up the 
angle from the center point 
on the astrolabe to the object 
you are measuring. 

3. Record the measurement of 
the angle shown on the 
astrolabe. (This is similar to 
using a protractor.) 
  Objects      Measurements 

1.        
2.        
3.          
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TANG-ible Developments 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Objective: The student will be able to explain the importance of the Tang 
Dynasty to Chinese history and culture. 
 
Materials: Reunited (Springboard handout) 

Heavenly Empress, Wu Zetian (2 page handout) 
Two Sides of the Tale (handout) 

 
Terms to know:  deposed - removed from office or power  

court - group of attendants who live at the palace of a 
ruler  
convent - a community of nuns or religious women   
custom - a common tradition or practice  
civil service - government positions based upon 
qualifications determined by testing 

 
Procedure: 

· In discussing the Springboard, highlight the achievements of the Tang 
Dynasty and explain that in this lesson the student(s) will learn more about 
the Tang Dynasty and its accomplishments. 

· Hand out the “Heavenly Empress, Wu Zetian” narrative and “Two Sides of the 
Tale.” Have the student(s) work individually, in pairs, or small groups to read 
Wu Zetian’s version of her life and reign, and complete the analysis. (F.Y.I. 
Wu Zetian’s narrative is an InspirEd creation based on the author’s research.) 

· Have the student(s) share their ideas and discuss. (Answers may vary, but 
much of the narrative is biased. While Wu Zetian was the only Chinese 
woman to rule alone and she oversaw some important accomplishments, she 
was seen by many as a brutal ruler who executed many people including 
close members of her own family and many Tang supporters. Of course many 
descriptions of Wu’s rule were slanted by the fact that people at the time were 
heavily influenced by Confucianism which viewed female rule as 
inappropriate. The truth probably lies somewhere in the middle, but the fact 
remains that Wu was an interesting and controversial leader.)  

· During the discussion, have the student(s) summarize some of the 
contributions of the Tang. (The Tang unified and defended China, used civil 
service exams and interviews to fill government jobs, made advancements in 
agriculture, and provided greater opportunities for women.) 
 

 

                       Springboard: 
       Students should read “Reunited” and answer the questions. 

(A dynasty is a family of rulers; Answers will vary to the  

second question; Tang rule should be considered a golden age as it was a time 

of peace and prosperity.) 
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   Throughout its history until modern times, China was ruled by a series 

of dynasties. In most cases a family ruled until it was overthrown by 

another, usually after brief periods of warfare. One notable exception 

was the fall of the Han Dynasty in 220 CE, which brought three-and-a-

half centuries of disorder. The confusion of that time made the people 

long for "one emperor over China, like one sun in the sky."  

   Finally most of the country was reunited in 580 under the leadership of 

the Sui Dynasty. Although there were only two Sui emperors, the period 

of their rule was quite eventful. The Grand Canal, built to connect 

major waterways, was extended to the north; the empire gained new 

lands to the south, many granaries were built to store farm products, 

the Great Wall was repaired to protect from invasions, new capital 

cities were constructed, and many works of art and literature were 

produced. Still, failed efforts to expand the empire northward and the 

high cost of wars and building projects weakened the dynasty, leading 

to its defeat by the Tang in 618. 

   China thrived under the Tang, who extended their rule over all of 

China. A system of taxation provided money for construction and 

supported a strong army, bringing peace for most of the period. 

Painting, beautiful calligraphy writings, ceramics, architecture, and 

literature, especially poetry, flourished. Printing made books 

inexpensive, so education became more widely available and 

knowledge of history, law, mathematics, and astronomy grew. Tang 

rule, which lasted until 907, was indeed a golden era for China. 
 

Based on clues from the reading, how would you define a “dynasty?” 

            

             
 

Which achievement of this time period do you think was most important 

and why?            
            

            
             
 

Would you describe the period of Tang rule a “golden age?”  Why or why 

not?              
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Heartfelt greetings to all of my beloved subjects,  
      As I write this message to you, I am now in my eighty-
second year of life and no longer in charge of the affairs 
of our most blessed empire. My third son, Li Xian, now 
serves my people as Emperor, having deposed me.  
While I hold no bitterness, I desire you to know my 
version of the events of the half-century I ruled. 

     I first came to the court of Emperor Taizong at the young age of fourteen 
and served him for eleven years until his death.  I was sent then to a convent, as 
was the custom for women of the court after the death of an Emperor.  Yet I 
did not remain there long. Emperor Gaozong, the son of Taizong, began to 
visit me and soon I was called back to the palace to serve the new Emperor.  
    I quickly earned the trust of Emperor Gaozong and became a favorite at 
court. In but a few, short years the Emperor rejected his wife, the Empress at 
that time, to marry me.  As the new Empress I gave my husband many sons and 
ruled alongside him as a valued advisor. He in turn so respected and appreciated 
me that he had the former Empress put to death in order to secure my position.   
    In my thirty-sixth year my husband suffered a crippling stroke, and I took over 
all of the Emperor’s duties. Aware of enemies in the court and fearing for my 
life and position, I organized a secret police force to root out any who were 
disloyal. I believe that a ruler must demand obedience and less than complete 
loyalty is unacceptable. Indeed, I was fully capable of imprisoning or executing 
those who showed anything less and do not apologize for such actions. 
    Meanwhile, the Emperor was growing physically weaker, but still we remained 
close.  When I reached my fiftieth year, my husband arranged a ceremony in 
which he took the title of Heavenly Emperor and I was named Heavenly 
Empress. Despite titles, however, I remained the primary ruler due to my 
husband’s frail condition.  

 
 
                      

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Translation of letter by Wu Zetian, 705 C.E. 
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   Upon his death in my sixty-second year, my son Li Xian took the throne. 
Having experience in the position, I tried to aid him. However Li Xian was too 
proud and refused my help, so I deposed him and named his younger brother Li 
Dan Emperor. Some in the court accused me of being a power-hungry puppet 
master, controlling the empire through my offspring, but such was not the case. 
While I did retain most of the control, my reasons for doing so were always in 
the best interest of my subjects.   
    This was why, when Li Dan decided to give up the throne, I took full control 
of the empire to become the only female to have ever ruled China. Confucius 
once said that having a woman ruler would be as unnatural as having a hen crow 
like a rooster at daybreak, but I can say with great pride that I proved his ideas 
wrong on that matter. I believe women to be every bit as capable as men; it is 
only that they have not been offered the same opportunities.  
    This problem I tried to right by hiring scholars to write books about 
successful women and offering jobs to those who were qualified. In fact I sought 
the most talented individuals, male and female, to serve me. Rather than putting 
family members or supporters in government jobs as in the past, I organized a 
detailed system of civil service testing and held interviews myself to fill positions 
with those most qualified.   
    I listened to my advisors and tried also to learn what my subjects thought on 
matters. Since I knew the importance of agriculture to the people, I charged 
local officials with seeing that more land was used for farming and ordered many 
irrigation projects.  I also saw to the defense of China’s northwestern border 
which had caused many problems in years past.  I honestly can say that my reign 
was quite excellent. 
   Now, though, I am old and my son has taken the throne from me. Knowing my 
days are numbered, I wish only for my place in history to be judged fairly and so 
I have told my story.  When my time to leave this life comes, it is my wish to be 
buried beside my husband the Heavenly Emperor with no markings on my 
headstone.    
                                                                                       My love to all of my subjects, 
 

 

                           Wu Zetian, Supreme Empress 
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DIRECTIONS:  Reread Wu Zetian’s narrative to identify parts of the story 

she may have slanted to her benefit. Then predict the other side of the tale. 
    

Wu’s Version The Other Side 
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Sing of Song 
 

 
 
 

 

Objective: The student will be able to explain the importance of the Song (or 
Sung) Dynasty to Chinese history and culture. 
 
Materials: China’s Golden Age (Springboard handout) 
 The Song of China (handout) 
 Dynastic Differences (handout) 
 
Terms to know:  porcelain - thin, hard ceramics; china 

technology - man-made creations that make life and 
work easier 
in kind - paid in goods or services rather than money, 
such as taxes 

 
Procedure: 

· After discussing the Springboard, explain that in this lesson the student(s) will 
learn more about the second part of China’s golden age, the period when the 
Song Dynasty ruled. (NOTE: Sources on this topic vary; some examine only 
one or two dynastic periods while others extend China’s Golden Age through 
the Yuan and into the Ming Dynasties. It is mainly important for students to 
know that China experienced a cultural highpoint during the Middle Ages.) 

· Distribute the “The Song of China” and “Dynastic Differences” handouts. The 
student(s) should read the poem and use information from this and the 
previous lesson to compare and contrast Tang and Song rule. 

· Have the student(s) share their answers and discuss. 

· EXTENSION: To help students understand “wood block printing” used by 
both the Tang and Song, have them carve a word into a potato so that when it 
is inked or painted it will print correctly. (For group instruction this could be 
assigned as an extra credit homework assignment, having students bring in 
their prints.) This exercise will help students comprehend the difficulty and 
time-intensity of the process of carving entire pages into blocks of wood to be 
inked and printed. 

 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
  
 

Springboard: 

Students should study the “China’s Golden Age” timeline 

 and answer the questions.  
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618618618618  -   Li Yuan overthrows the Sui dynasty and becomes first Tang emperor  
624  624  624  624  -   Tang controls all of China; period of increased freedom for women 

under Tang rule; Golden Age of China  begins; developments in arts, 
scholarship, invention, education, and use of civil service exams   

650650650650  -   Use of acupuncture in medicine 
655655655655  -   Tang conquests extend Chinese boundaries west into Afghanistan,  

north into Siberia, east into Korea and south into Vietnam  
668668668668  -   Tang control Silk Road Trade 
690690690690  -   Empress Wu becomes only sole, female ruler of China  
701701701701  -   Li Po, one of the greatest Chinese poets, born; called “Poet Immortal,”  
             wrote as many as 20,000 poems (approximately 1,800 survive)  
725725725725  -   Xian, the Tang capital, is believed to be the largest city in the world 
868 868 868 868  -   Diamond Sutra, the oldest surviving book, is printed using carved 

wood  blocks 
907907907907  -   Northern invasions end the Tang dynasty  
960960960960  -   Song dynasty reunifies China; brings great advances in farming, artistic  
               and literary production, and technology 
1024102410241024  -   First paper money is introduced  
1050105010501050  -   Invention of a printing press for use with carved wood blocks 
1100 1100 1100 1100  -   Gunpowder invented for use in fireworks   
1115111511151115  -   Manchus invade from the north and establish the Jin Dynasty in the  
               north 
1119111911191119  -   Compass used for navigation 
1125112511251125  -   Song Dynasty moves its capital to the south; China’s sea trade 

expands to India and the Red Sea, selling silk, porcelain, dyes, etc.   
1264126412641264  -   Mongols conquer the Song and establish the Yuan Dynasty  
 

According to the timeline, China’s Golden Age occurred during the time 
 A.  Li Po, China’s “Poet Immortal,” lived.  
 B.  of the Sui through the Yuan Dynasties. 
 C.  the Tang and Song Dynasties ruled. 
 D.  China was trading along the Silk Road.  
 

What conclusion can be drawn about the Diamond Sutra based on the 
chronology? 
 A.  The Diamond Sutra was the first book ever written. 
 B.  More copies of it were printed than any other book. 
 C.  The book had the same lettering as Chinese money. 
 D.  It was printed by hand using carved wooden blocks. 
 

What do you think was the most important achievement from China’s Golden 
Age?  Explain your answer.           
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        618618618618  -   Li Yuan overthrows the Sui dynasty and becomes first Tang emperor  
     626262624  4  4  4  -   Tang controls all of China; period of increased freedom for women 

under Tang rule; Golden Age of China  begins; developments in arts, 
scholarship, invention, education, and use of civil service exams   

        650650650650  -   Use of acupuncture in medicine 
  656565655555  -   Tang conquests extend Chinese boundaries west into Afghanistan, north 

into Siberia, east into Korea and south into Vietnam  
  668668668668  -   Tang control Silk Road Trade 
  690690690690  -   Empress Wu becomes only sole female ruler of China  
  701701701701  -   Li Po, one of the greatest Chinese poets, born; called “Poet Immortal,”  
               wrote as many as 20,000 poems (approximately 1,800 survive)  
  725725725725  -   Xian, the Tang capital, is believed to be the largest city in the world 
  868 868 868 868  -   Diamond Sutra, the oldest surviving book, is printed using carved wood  

blocks 
  907907907907  -   Northern invasions end the Tang dynasty  
  960960960960  -   Song dynasty reunifies China; brings great advances in farming, artistic  
               and literary production, and technology 
1024102410241024  -   First paper money is introduced  
1010101050505050  -   Invention of a printing press for use with carved wood blocks 
1100 1100 1100 1100  -   Gunpowder invented for use in fireworks   
1115111511151115  -   Manchus invade from the north and establish the Jin Dynasty in the  
               north 
1119111911191119  -   Compass used for navigation 
1125112511251125  -   Song Dynasty moves its capital to the south; China’s sea trade expands 

to India and the Red Sea, selling silk, porcelain, dyes, etc.    
1264126412641264  -   Mongols conquer the Song and establish the Yuan Dynasty  
 

According to the timeline, China’s Golden Age occurred during the time 
 A.  Li Po, China’s “Poet Immortal,” lived.      (The chronology  

 B.  of the Sui through the Yuan Dynasties.           begins with the Tang’s 

 C.  the Tang and Song Dynasties ruled. *            rise to power and ends  
 D.  China was trading along the Silk Road.                   with the Song’s defeat.) 
 

What conclusion can be drawn about the Diamond Sutra based on the 
chronology?             
 A.  The Diamond Sutra was the first book ever written. 
 B.  More copies of it were printed than any other book. 
 C.  The book had the same lettering as Chinese money. 
 D.  It was printed by hand using carved wooden blocks. * 

(Since the “printing press” for use with carved wood blocks was not yet 

invented, it can be concluded that the blocks were pressed by hand.) 
 

What do you think was the most important achievement from China’s Golden 
Age?  Explain your answer. (Answers will vary, but students should justify their 

opinions by explaining the importance / application of the achievement they select.)   
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By an Emperor:By an Emperor:By an Emperor:By an Emperor:  Our family brought China together  

Soon after the Tang Dynasty fell, 

Building on achievements of the past 

The Song have done quite well. 
 

Our artists rival those from before 

With porcelain and paintings of great beauty, 

Philosophers and writers have added yet more 

Advancing culture is an emperor’s duty.     
    

By an Aristocrat:By an Aristocrat:By an Aristocrat:By an Aristocrat:  For many years before the Song 

The Sui and Tang let us be; 

This new dynasty then came along 

 Now our lives are not as free. 
 

More power to the masses, 

More lands for them to farm, 

Less wealth and favor for the rich, 

The Song have done us much harm!  
 

By a FaBy a FaBy a FaBy a Farmer:rmer:rmer:rmer:                            Our lives were always difficult 

Working fields from dawn ‘til night;  

Changes the Song have brought to us 

Have made our lives seem bright. 
 

Taxes have been lessened, 

Paid in money, not in kind, 

Fertilizers, new crops, and our own lands 

Have moved us from far behind. 
 

By a Gentry:By a Gentry:By a Gentry:By a Gentry:                            Fueled by trade and commerce,  

A new class would now emerge 

Scholarly and well-to-do, 

It’s aided the economic surge. 
 

Not considered noble 

But well above the peasant, 

Often holding civil service jobs,  

Gentry’ life is certainly pleasant. 
 

By a Merchant:By a Merchant:By a Merchant:By a Merchant:  The economy is revolutionized; 

No longer is silk used to pay, 

In coins and paper or letters of credit  

 Money has become the new way.  
 

More business now than e’er before 

Growing cities are hubs for trade, 

Land and sea routes ours to command 

What a difference this dynasty has made! 
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Life of China 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Objective: The student will be able to describe some key aspects of the culture 
during China’s Golden Age.   
 
Materials: Chinese Social Ladder (Springboard handout) 
 Cultural Close-Up (handout) 
 
Terms to know:  social classes - levels of society 

social mobility - ability to move to different levels of 
society (to “move up” in the world) 
urbanization - process by which an increased portion 
of a population moves into growing cities 

 
Procedure: 

· In discussing the Springboard, have the student(s) compare China’s social 
mobility at the time with that of today’s culture. (Both have social mobility, but 
the “idea” of moving up is sometimes easier than the reality. Education, as in 
Middle Ages China, can hold the key to upward mobility now as well.) Then 
go on to explain that in this lesson the student(s) will learn about several 
aspects of Chinese culture from the Middle Ages. 

· Hand out copies of “Cultural Close-Up.” Student(s) should work individually or 
in small groups to research each topic using the Internet and other sources as 
desired. If computers are available, have the student(s) find these topics and 
“copy/paste” from various sites to create a “Chinese Cultural Close-Up” 
display, illustrating each cultural aspect in a creative way. Encourage 
students to use the “Image Search” feature on their search engine. Offer 
computer instruction as needed to complete this activity. (NOTE: A 
technology specialist could be brought in for a short lesson, if necessary. The 
student(s) could not only learn to copy and paste, but also to bring their 
graphics forward, cut them to size, rotate, etc., if possible.)  

· Have the student(s) share the information they uncovered and their depictions 
of it, and then summarize the culture and achievements of the period. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Springboard:             

Students should study the “Chinese Social Ladder” diagram  

and read the passage in order to answer the questions. 

(Answers will vary but should be supported by passage and diagram information.) 
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Merchants and 

Traders 

Artisans and 
Craftsmen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Farmers and 
Laborers 

Scholars and  

Government Officials 

 
   During the reign of the Tang and Song 
Dynasties, the teachings of Confucius were 

an important influence on Chinese culture. 
This fact was reflected in the social classes 

of the time. The class structure had little to 
do with wealth; it was instead based on 

respect and appreciation. 
   For example, merchants were often 

among the wealthiest people but 
commanded little respect. Though rich, they 

were seen as making their living from the 
labor of others. They sold goods they didn’t 

make to people who may have had little 

need for their products. 
   Craftsmen could also be quite well off. 

They earned greater respect though, than 
merchants, since their money was the fruit 

of their own skill. 
   Farmers were even more respected since 

they worked so hard. Confucianism emphasized the value of hard 
work, but valued education even more, since Confucius taught that, 

“Education can make anyone superior.” Therefore the highest class 
was made up of scholars and officials, including civil service workers 

who had to pass exams for their jobs. Often, landowners achieved high 
social status, not because of their wealth, but because they went to 

school.     
    

Based on the information provided, develop a generalization (broad 
statement) about Chinese society during the Middle Ages: 

            

            

            
             
 

“Social mobility” is the ability to move from one social class to 

another. Based on the information provided, do you think China’s 
social class system allowed for much social mobility? Why or why not?  
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DIRECTIONS: Use the Internet or media resources to find details, pictures, 

examples, etc. about each feature of Chinese culture during the Middle Ages: 

 

Literature:   

 

 

 

 

Papermaking: 

 

 

 

 

Art: 

 

 

 

 

Printing: 

 

 

 

 

Navigation: 

 

 

 

 

Urbanization: 

 

 

 

 

Foot Binding: 
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URBANIZATION:  
The Tang and to a greater degree the Song developed an urban 

culture with active foreign trade, bringing the rise of a new 

merchant class. Many pagodas (left) were built in the cities as 

temples and for other purposes. Some of these pagodas were 

constructed of iron.    
FOOT BINDING: 

 

 

 

        In Spring 

Your grasses up north are as blue as jade,  

Our mulberries here curve green-threaded branches;  

And at last you think of returning home,  

Now when my heart is almost broken....  

O breeze of the spring, since I dare not know you,  

Why part the silk curtains by my bed? 

 

 

         A Song of an Autumn Midnight 

A slip of the moon hangs over the capital;  

Ten thousand washing-mallets are pounding;  

And the autumn wind is blowing my heart  

For ever and ever toward the Jade Pass....  

Oh, when will the Tartar troops be conquered,  

And my husband come back from the long campaign! 

 

 
 

Rags, silk, mulberry bark, 

bamboo, etc. were mixed  

in water to soften them.  

 

 
 

The mixture was boiled, 

blended, and pounded 

into a soft, wet pulp.  

 

 
 

A fine screen scooped up 

the pulp, which was then 

pressed to drain. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Both were then dried 

before the paper was 

peeled from the screen. 

 

 
 

Carving tools were used to carve a 

mirror image of a figure and/or words 

into a block of wood, which was then 

inked and pressed onto paper. During 

the Song Dynasty a “machine” was 

invented to press the block. 

 
 

 
 

 

Woodblock print of a 

Chinese ship. Such ships 

were reported to “sail 

the Southern Sea...”  

 

 
 

 

Increased use of the compass along with advancements in 

shipbuilding made navigation easier. Particularly during the 

Song Dynasty, trade expanded into the open waters of the South 

China Sea and along the Grand Canal, which was dug to connect 

the Hwang He (or Yellow River) with the Chiang Jiang (or 

Yangtze River). 

Paintings before the Tang Dynasty were mainly line drawings 

of people. By the Tang rule, landscapes, flower-and-bird 

paintings, mountains, forests, fields, and gardens were created 

with the ability to transport one away into a peaceful, carefree 

realm. Porcelain and calligraphy also grew in popularity. 

 
 

 

 
 

               Though the Tang Dynasty offered greater freedom to women than they had in 

the past, the practice of foot binding began during Tang rule. Young girls at 

about age five would begin having their feet bound in lengths of cloth. Over 

the years their feet would break many times to create a high arch and tiny 

feet. The “perfect foot” was between three and four inches (10 cm.). Foot 

binding was a sign of beauty and wealth. Peasant women did not bind their 

feet since the practice made walking, and thus work, difficult. 

LITERATURE: Li Po’s work and Two Translations 

PAPERMAKING: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

ART:  
 

 

 
PRINTING: 

 

 

 
 

NAVIGATION: 
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What Are Yuan? 
 
 
 
 

 

Objective: The students will be able to explain the importance of the Mongols in 
the history of China and the world. 
 
Materials: Mongol Warriors (Springboard handout) 
    The Yuan Dynasty (2 handouts) 

What Do You Think of the Yuan? (handout) 
 
Terms to know: tribute - taxes paid to a conqueror in submission or 

as the price of security 
 
Procedure: 

· During the discussion of the Springboard, explain that the Mongols, led by 
Genghis Kahn and his successors conquered and amassed the largest 
empire that the world has ever seen and included China. Explain that China 
was partially conquered by Genghis Khan, and his grandson Kublai Khan 
completed the task. Go on to explain that this lesson examines China under 
Mongol rule.  

· Hand out both versions of “The Yuan Dynasty” and “What Do You Think of 
the Yuan?” The student(s) can work individually or in groups to read the two 
viewpoints about Yuan rule and complete the problem solving form. 

· Have the student(s) share their opinions of the Yuan Dynasty and discuss. 
(Answers will vary, but generally speaking the Mongols did all they could to 
attract foreigners, often at the expense of the Chinese people. Positive results 
of their actions included increased revenues, greater varieties of products, 
and from the standpoint of other countries, an increased interest in the East 
and all it had to offer. The Chinese people, for the most part, suffered under 
Mongol rule, though some individuals’ lives improved.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               
 
     
 
 
 
 

 

 

Springboard: 

Students should read “Mongol Warriors” and answer the question. 

(Answers will vary but students should justify their viewpoints.) 
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                Genghis KhanGenghis KhanGenghis KhanGenghis Khan    

                    c.1160 c.1160 c.1160 c.1160 ----    1227122712271227    
 
    Originally groups of 
herders from East Asia, the 
Mongols succeeded in 
building one of the largest 
empires in human history. 
After uniting the Mongol 
tribes, Genghis Khan led his 
armies of little more than 
one hundred thousand 
troops to defeat the forces of 
much larger and far more 
experienced fighters from 
Europe in the west to China 
in the east.   
   Mongol warriors fought on horseback using mainly bows and arrows. They 
could hit targets with blinding accuracy even at a full gallop. Their speed and 
deadly aim struck such fear in those who witnessed it that enemy soldiers would 
oftentimes break ranks and flee before a battle could get fully underway.  
   Genghis Khan was a brilliant military leader. He organized his troops to move 
quickly and easily. They could cover great distances in short periods of time and 
in battle, communication through hand signals allowed them to reposition units 
of soldiers as needed. Genghis Khan was brutal toward those who resisted his 
armies, destroying whole towns and killing everyone. Because of the reputation 

he earned for his fierce conquests, 
many people in their path simply 
surrendered to Mongol forces 
without a fight. From the time 
Genghis Khan became the Mongol 
leader in 1206 until his death in 
1227, he had conquered parts of 
Europe and the Middle East and 
much of Asia. His successors went 
on to expand the empire even 
further. 

    
    

 
 
 

What do you think was the single MOST important factor that allowed the 
Mongols to build such a large empire in such a short time? Explain why. 
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    I am Kublai Khan, grandson of the “Universal Ruler” Genghis Khan, the 

most skilled general of all times and places. In striving to fulfill a “Mandate 

from Heaven” to control all of the earth and by my grandfather’s able hand, 

my people came to unite most of the world under Mongol rule. Now that 

Genghis Khan is gone from us, our vast empire is governed as four Khanates 

under different successors: one Khan rules Russia; one has authority over 

Persia and the Middle East; and a third controls western Asia. I am ruler of 

the Great Khanate of Mongolia and now all of China since my own conquests.  

    After defeating the Song Dynasty to take control of southern China, I 

established a new dynasty, the Yuan, which I am certain will rule for many 

generations to come. I am called the Great Khan of China and govern from 

our capital city at Beijing. I am proud to say that since I have taken power, I 

have brought many changes and improvements to this land.  

   One great triumph was the construction of a magnificent palace complex 

which I call the Forbidden City, since it is my refuge and place of peace, Its 

beautiful architecture combines elements of Muslim, Mongolian, western 

Asian, and Chinese styles. You could say the Forbidden City reflects China’s 

new openness to foreigners and foreign ideas. 

   China now welcomes merchants from near and far. Throughout our history 

as nomadic herders, Mongols have always understood the importance of 

trade. While we were able to fill many needs with our animals and by our 

own toil, we have always depended upon trade with others for some goods. 

Trade also has benefits for China and its Mongol rulers.  

   To attract foreign merchants to China we have built many new roads, 

expanded and improved waterways including the Grand Canal, and have 

increased the use of paper money backed by the wealth of the empire to 

make trade easier. We have also established postal stations along trade 

routes to improve communication and make caravan travel safer. More and 

more merchants have been coming to China for our silk, jade, porcelain, and 

other products for which there is growing demand, especially in Europe. 

   Some foreigners have even chosen to stay in our wonderful land. Unlike 

the Chinese with their love of Confucianism, Mongols do not look down their 

noses at merchants and craftsman. Indeed we have great respect for sound 

business sense and artistic skill, so merchants and craftsmen now have high 

positions in society. Craftsmen, in particular, are sought after to work on 

public buildings and other projects.   

   To make life easier for all in the empire, we have formed aid agencies to 

help the poor and have established religious freedom. Scholars of all beliefs 

are treated with kindness, and temples to all manner of gods are open to 

worshippers. We respect and appreciate other people’s cultures and seek to 

make all feel welcome in our land. It is my hope that people from places 

throughout the world will come to China to trade and perhaps to live. 

         Kublai Khan, Kublai Khan, Kublai Khan, Kublai Khan, c. c. c. c. 1271271271270000    
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   I am Wang Qi, a Chinese citizen and member of the gentry in our society. 

Long before the rise of the Yuan Dynasty, my family enjoyed a good life and 

many individuals held valued government positions. Now that is no longer 

the case. After I spent many years of study to earn a good education, I am 

now unable to work in this government.  

   The Mongol barbarians do not value education as the Chinese people do. 

Rather than filling government jobs with those who are most capable, Kublai 

Khan sees that only Mongols and foreigners serve him. Since I cannot now 

work as I had planned, I am putting my education to use by creating works 

of literature. I enjoy writing both plays and poetry which are appreciated by 

the Chinese who love beauty and the arts.  

   Our Mongol rulers say that they respect all cultures, but they show no 

respect for the advanced culture of the Chinese people they conquered. 

Few Mongols have shown any effort to learn our languages, they do not 

dress as we do, honor celebrations we hold, or attend our operas. Instead 

they entertain foreigners in their “Forbidden City,” a place which Chinese are 

forbidden to enter. 

   Even the increase in trade benefits only a few of the Chinese people. To 

attract more merchants from faraway lands the Mongols have reduced the 

taxes on trade goods. Yet they still spend much money on building projects 

and aid, which should be good for us but is not. Though the poor may 

receive some help, the rest of the Chinese people are taxed to pay for such 

“improvements,” and this makes our lives more difficult. 

   And then there are the wars. Though the Mongols have established their 

“Chinese” dynasty in a land of intelligence and beauty, they have not 

changed their barbarian ways. They may live in beautiful palaces and eat rich 

meals, but they cannot seem to overcome their thirst for blood and 

conquest.   

   In the years since Kublai Khan has been in power he has fought wars to 

extend his empire southward and launched two failed attacks on Japan. The 

cost of such wars is high, and the Chinese people have shouldered the 

burden for this spending. This burden is difficult to bear. Citizens expect to 

pay taxes to the government, but the Chinese are merely paying tributes to 

foreign invaders.  

   Even though the Mongol raiders have established themselves as “Chinese” 

rulers, and even though they have established their dynasty’s rule over our 

land, they are not Chinese. They do not think like Chinese; they do not speak 

like Chinese; and they do not appreciate the long and wonderful history of 

the Chinese people and their accomplishments. It does not matter what 

name they call themselves; Mongols are illiterate, crude, barbarians who love 

to shed the blood of others and rob those they conquer. Many dynasties 

have ruled before the Mongols and others will rule when they are defeated.   

                                            Wang Qi, c. 1285Wang Qi, c. 1285Wang Qi, c. 1285Wang Qi, c. 1285    
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DIRECTIONS: The Yuan Dynasty brought several major changes to China. Analyze the 
three changes provided and one additional one to decide if the effects of each were 
generally positive or negative. Be prepared to explain your opinions and your reasoning. 
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Across the Sea 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Objective: The student will be able to describe life in feudal Japan during the 
Middle Ages. 
 
Materials: A Who’s Who of Middle Ages Japan (Springboard 

transparency) 
 Feudal Japan (handout) 
 Starting a Short Story (handout) 
 Japanese Short Story Scoring (1/2 page handout) 
 
Terms to know:  cultural diffusion - the spread of cultural traits from 

one society to another 
feudalism - a political and social system in which 
nobles are given land in exchange for loyalty and 
military service  

 
Procedure: 

· In discussing the Springboard, point out that there are many similarities 
between Chinese and Japanese culture because of cultural diffusion. Many 
ideas crossed between the two nations via trade and warfare (religions, 
written characters, philosophies, artistic and architectural styles, etc.) Go on 
to explain that in this lesson the student(s) will learn more about life in Japan 
during the Middle Ages. 

· Hand out or display the “Feudal Japan” passage. Instruct the student(s) to 
read the passage carefully since they will be using details about Japanese 
feudalism and the lives of people during this period to write a story set in 
Feudal Japan. Have the student(s) read the information and briefly 
summarize what they learned.  

· Hand out “Starting a Short Story” and review. The student(s) should work 
individually or in pairs to use the handout to plan their story. Make sure they 
understand that they need not include everything they have learned about 
Japan. They should instead focus on the details of one social class to develop 
the plot.  

· Once the story is planned, the student(s) should write their short story, 
revising and editing as time allows. (For group instruction, you can 
coordinate with language arts classes to allow students an extended 
opportunity to develop their writing skills.)  

· Have the student(s) share and evaluate their stories.   
 

         Springboard: 

Students should study the “A Who’s Who of Middle Ages Japan”  

and answer the questions. 

(Their social classes reflected the influence of Confucianism, but Japan’s structure 

also illustrated the importance of the military during the Middle Ages.) 
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 The 

 Emperor 
 
 

 

The Shogun 
(Military Leader 

and Actual Ruler) 

Daimyos 

(Shogun’s Representatives) 

Samurai Warriors 
(Aristocratic Professional Soldiers) 

Peasant Farmers and Fishermen 

(90% of the population) 

 
 
 

Artisans and Craftspeople 

    

    

    

 
 

 
 

Merchants and Traders 

In what ways was Japan’s class structure similar to China’s during the Middle 
Ages?  
 
 
 
 
In what ways did their social classes differ? 
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    Japan had an early history of conflict as the armies of warring clans battled 
one another for control of limited land. In addition to fighting for farmland, 
Japanese soldiers were also necessary to defend the country from foreign 
invasion. It is no wonder that warriors became so important and so powerful. It 
is also not surprising that the warriors, called samurai, came to hold the highest 
position in society and their family leaders gained great power. 
    The system of order that developed in Japan is called “feudalism.” Under 
feudalism nobles were given land in exchange for military service. In this way 
local daimyos maintained armies to defend and control their communities. 
Samurai were not only the army of Japan, they also policed their people and had 
life and death authority, causing them to be both respected and feared.  
    Still samurai behavior was strictly controlled, as they had to abide by a code of 
ethics called Bushido. As is the case with most soldiers, honor and loyalty were 
highly valued. It would have been shameful for a samurai to disobey the code of 
behavior. Bushido demanded that samurai live honorable lives and show 
kindness to others. It also required samurai to serve the lord to whom they swore 
loyalty unto death. However, samurai were not prevented from enjoying the 
luxuries their position offered, including comfortable homes and soft tatami 
mats to sleep on. Most samurai houses were made of wood, hemp, and plaster on 
stone foundations with wooden roofs and doors. 
    Samurai families were also held to high standards of behavior. Noble women 
in Japan had little freedom. Their marriages were arranged between clan leaders 
in agreements to insure their families’ wealth and safety. A samurai wife’s duty 
was to bear her husband a son to become a samurai and inherit the family’s land 
and power. If daughters were born, the woman taught them to read and write, to 
dress properly, and to show good manners. Though only a few samurai wives 
studied the art of warfare, many did learn to wield knives to protect themselves 
and their children from harm when their husbands were away at war.  
    Most people in feudal Japan, however, did not lead lives like the nobles. They 
were typically poor farmers or fisherman who barely made ends meet. Villages 
and larger cities were usually surrounded by rice fields. Rice was the main crop, 
but vegetables were grown as well. Farmers’ wives often worked along with their 
husbands as field hands as well as caring for their homes and children. Children 
also worked in the fields. It was not unusual, therefore, for a girl to marry late so 
she could remain with her family to help on the farm. The homes of the poor 
were quite simple, usually built of plaster or straw. Fishermen spent long hours 
at sea for their catches and also collected seaweed and shellfish to sell and eat.        
   Though merchants and craftsmen usually lived more comfortably than 
peasants did, they received little respect in Japanese society because of the 
influence of Confucianism. Most lived in cities or villages where their shops, 
restaurants, and teahouses offered needed goods and services. Their homes and 
diets varied, depending upon their success. Some lived as the nobles in well-built 
houses and ate a varied diet, while others lived in straw houses and ate mostly 
rice. 
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SettingSettingSettingSetting    
 

When and where does the story 
take place? 
 

What historical details could 
you use to make the story  
more believable? 

 

    

CharactersCharactersCharactersCharacters    
Who are the people in your 
story? (Use Japanese names 
and briefly describe each.) 
 

Is a character telling the story 
or a narrator? 

 
    

PlotPlotPlotPlot    
This is the conflict or problem 
the main character must 
overcome. (One plot is usually 
enough for a short story.)  
    

ResolutionResolutionResolutionResolution    
 
How will the plot be resolved? 

 
    

BeginningBeginningBeginningBeginning    
 

Introduce the setting, people, 
and possibly the plot here. 
 
How can you grab or “hook” the 
reader’s attention?  
    

MiddleMiddleMiddleMiddle    
 
 
 

 

This is where you develop the 
details of the story and build up 
the plot.   
  

    

EndEndEndEnd    
 

Here the problem is resolved, 
which does not mean the story 
has to end happily.  

 

 

 

    

                

    
    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            DIRECTIONS: DIRECTIONS: DIRECTIONS: DIRECTIONS:  FillFillFillFill    in the information on the chart to help organize your ideas.in the information on the chart to help organize your ideas.in the information on the chart to help organize your ideas.in the information on the chart to help organize your ideas.    
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Name                
Story Title              
 

0 – Unacceptable       2 – Fair                4 – Excellent 
1 – Poor          3 – Good 
 

Category        Student          Teacher  
Clear description of setting         _______          _______ 
Use of historical details      _______          _______ 
Character descriptions      _______          _______ 
Interesting introduction      _______          _______ 
Well-developed plot          _______          _______ 
Ending/plot resolution      _______          _______ 
Writing mechanics       _______          _______ 
 

Overall Score/Grade: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Name                
Story Title              
 

0 – Unacceptable       2 – Fair                4 – Excellent 
1 – Poor          3 – Good 
 

Category        Student          Teacher  
Clear description of setting         _______          _______ 
Use of historical details      _______          _______ 
Character descriptions      _______          _______ 
Interesting introduction      _______          _______ 
Well-developed plot          _______          _______ 
Ending/plot resolution      _______          _______ 
Writing mechanics       _______          _______ 
 

Overall Score/Grade: 
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Family Feuds 
 
 
 
 

 

Objective:  The student will be able to explain how various families ruled over 
Japan during the Middle Ages. 
 
Materials: Short Story of the Shogun (Springboard handout) 
    Follow the Family Lines (handout) 
    Go With the Flow-Chart (handout)  
 
Terms to know: imperial - associated with an empire, emperor, or 

empress 
 
Procedure: 

· After reviewing the Springboard, explain that in this lesson the student(s) will 
learn more about the families who ruled Feudal Japan. 

· Hand out copies of “Follow the Family Lines” and “Go with the Flow-Chart.” 
The student(s) can work individually, in pairs, or small groups to read the 
historical information and create a flowchart illustrating Japanese rule during 
the Middle Ages. 

· Have the student(s) share their flowcharts and discuss. (Students’ 
approaches to illustrating the information will vary. Ideally, they should 
indicate in some way that at various times some clans controlled Japan 
though others officially ruled it.)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Springboard: 

Students should read “Short Story of the Shogun” 

and answer the questions. 
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    War was always important in the history of Japan. The wars were usually 
about land, since only about 20% of Japan’s land was arable. Warring clans 
fought for control of farmland and authority over the peasants on it. Each clan 
was composed of a chief and his related families. The struggle for control of 
Japan’s valuable land eventually gave rise to shogun rule there.  
   Samurai warriors rose out of the continuing battles for land among three 
main clans: the Minamoto, the Fujiwara, and the Taira. Samurai gave 
complete loyalty to their daimyos, landholding nobles, and received land and 
position in return. Each daimyo then used his samurais to protect his land.  
    One particularly successful daimyo approached the emperor about 
establishing a system that would keep order throughout all of Japan’s districts 
and provinces. The emperor granted Minamoto Yorimoto the position of 
shogun. A bakufu, or military government, was set up under the shogun’s 
rule. The shogun was concerned mainly with issues involving the armies or 
the police. The emperor was still, at least in name, the head of the state but 
the real power rested in the hands of the shogun. Even though the districts 
and provinces were independent, local daimyos were loyal to the chief military 
officer, the shogun. 
   The position of shogun became, for the most part, a hereditary position. 
Although the title only remained in the Minamoto clan until 1219 CE, Yorimoto 
had established a way of governing Japan which lasted until 1868 when the 
emperor regained power and brought an end to Japan’s feudal system.  
 

The word “arable” in the first paragraph most nearly means 
 A.  fertile.  B.  settled.   C.  moist.   D.  rugged. 
 

Complete the analogy: The samurai were to a daimyo, as  
 A.  the general is to his troops. 
 B.  an emperor was to his clan. 
 C.  the shogun was to a bakufu. 
 D.  an army is to its commander. 
 

Minamoto Yorimoto was a ___ who ___ his position. 
 A.  noble ... enhanced    C.  daimyo ... granted 
 B.  farmer ... cultivated    D.  shogun ... reduced 
   
What prediction could be made about Japanese history based on information 
in the passage? 
 A.  Minamotos held the position of shogun longer than any other clan. 
 B.  Each time a shogun died, wars were fought to fill the position. 
 C.  Another clan replaced the Minamotos in the position of shogun.  

D.  The power of the shogun reached its peak just before 1868. 
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    War was always important in the history of Japan. The wars were usually 
about land, since only about 20% of Japan’s land was arable. Warring clans 
fought for control of farmland and authority over the peasants on it. Each clan 
was composed of a chief and his related families. The struggle for control of 
Japan’s valuable land eventually gave rise to shogun rule there.  
   Samurai warriors rose out of the continuing battles for land among three 
main clans: the Minamoto, the Fujiwara, and the Taira. Samurai gave complete 
loyalty to their daimyos, landholding nobles, and received land and position in 
return. Each daimyo then used his samurais to protect his land.  
    One particularly successful daimyo approached the emperor about 
establishing a system that would keep order throughout all of Japan’s districts 
and provinces. The emperor granted Minamoto Yorimoto the position of shogun. 
A bakufu, or military government, was set up under the shogun’s rule. The 
shogun was concerned mainly with issues involving the armies or the police. The 
emperor was still, at least in name, the head of the state but the real power 
rested in the hands of the shogun. Even though the districts and provinces were 
independent, local daimyos were loyal to the chief military officer, the shogun. 
   The position of shogun became, for the most part, a hereditary position. 
Although the title only remained in the Minamoto clan until 1219 CE, Yorimoto 
had established a way of governing Japan which lasted until 1868 when the 
emperor regained power and brought an end to Japan’s feudal system.  
 

The word “arable” in the first paragraph most nearly means 
 A.  fertile. *  B.  settled.   C.  moist.   D.  rugged. 

(Although not all fertile land is farmable, A is the best answer choice based on 

the fact that the clans fought over farmland.) 
 

Complete the analogy: The samurai were to a daimyo, as    (Samurai were loyal 

 A.  the general is to his troops.               and obedient to their 

 B.  an emperor was to his clan.                daimyo in the same 

 C.  the shogun was to a bakufu.                  way an army is to 

 D.  an army is to its commander. *                   its commander.) 
 

Minamoto Yorimoto was a ___ who ___ his position.       (Both words must  

 A.  noble ... enhanced *           make sense in the  

 B.  farmer ... cultivated           sentence blanks,  

 C.  daimyo ... granted             which is only  

 D.  shogun ... reduced           true of choice A.) 
 

What prediction could be made about Japanese history based on information in 
the passage? 
 A.  Minamotos held the position of shogun longer than any other clan. 
 B.  Each time a shogun died, wars were fought to fill the position. 
 C.  Another clan replaced the Minamotos in the position of shogun. *  

D.  The power of the shogun reached its peak just before 1868. 

(The facts that the position was hereditary and only filled by the Minamoto clan 

until 1219 CE, indicates that at least one other family held the position.) 

 

    ANSWERS AND 

EXPLANATIONS FOR... 
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    The Yamato family is also known as the “Sun Line” since they claim they are 
descended from the sun god. According to legend, Yamato control in Japan 
dates back as early as 660 BC, however the family actually established its 
power by uniting the warring families between 400 and 500 CE. Yamato rulers 
were greatly influenced by the Tang Dynasty of China, adopting ideas about 
Confucianism, Buddhism, and civil service government from them. All 
Japanese emperors and empresses have been in this family line. However, for 
long periods in history they had little real power.  

 
 

   The Taira clan defeated the Fujiwara in the Gempel War of the 1150’s. Long 
vying for position against their rivals, the Minamoto clan, the Taira took over all 
of the high court positions, and Taira Kiyomori took the position of high 
minister. In 1160 the Minamoto staged a failed rebellion against the Taira in 
which the Minamoto clan leader and other family members were killed. Then 
in July of 1180, Tairo Kiyomori ordered the capture and execution of his rival’s 
leader, Minamoto Yorimoto. When Yorimoto heard this, he organized the first 
of many raids against the Taira.  

 
 

 

    By the 10th century Yamato emperors were mainly ceremonial, while real 
power was wielded behind the scenes. Since respect for the royal family was 
high, no one sought to overthrow the emperor. Instead, ministers and other 
officials controlled the government, often joining the royal family through 
marriage. In this way the Fujiwara became the most powerful clan in Japan. 
They filled most high governmental posts and many Japanese empresses were 
Fujiwara. From 858 -1185, the Fujiwara family controlled Japan, accumulating 
great wealth and overshadowing the weak, imperial family. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

    In 1185 Minamoto forces smashed the Taira in a final naval battle and 
established a new government in Kamakura, a town south of modern-day 
Tokyo. The clan leader, Minamoto Yorimoto, established a bakufu or military 
government under his control. The bakufu was run by a network of samurai 
throughout the country, pledged to keep peace in the land. The samurai were 
very powerful, with the ability to make life-and-death decisions in the 
countryside. Then in 1192 the emperor granted Minamoto Yorimoto the 
position of shogun, officially handing over the power to rule. Yorimoto ruled 
Japan  as shogun until his death in 1199, when his wife Masako seized power. 

 
 

   After Yorimoto died, his widow, a member of the Hojo clan and a Buddhist 
nun, took control. Ruling as regent to Yorimoto’s son, Masako became known 
as the “Nun Shogun.” While the Minamoto shoguns kept their positions, 
Masako’s Hojo clan held the true power for some time. It was during the Hojo 
period that the Mongols led by Kublai Khan crossed the Sea of Japan to invade 
on two separate occasions, in 1274 and 1281. Despite being greatly 
outnumbered, the Japanese samurai won the battles. Though victorious, 
Japan’s government weakened and yet another shogun, Ashikaga Takauji 
gained control in 1333.    
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DIRECTIONS: A flowchart is a visual means of showing order, steps in a process, 

or relationships. Flowcharts come in many sizes, shapes, and colors. They can be 

simple or very detailed. Use information about Japanese rule in the Middle Ages 
to complete a flow chart of your own.   
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Objective: The student will be able to describe the outcomes of the two Mongol 
invasions of Japan. 
 

Materials: Bushido: The Way of the Warrior (Springboard 
handout) 

 The Wind and the Warriors (handout) 
 The Kyushu and Okinawa Society for Underwater 

Archaeology Press Release (handout)  
 In the News (handout) 
 

Terms to know:  reincarnation - belief in rebirth after death into 
another life form 

 legend - historic tale told as fact but is largely fiction 
archipelago - a chain of islands 
catapult - early military machine for hurling missiles, 
such as large stones or spears (in the case of the 
Mongols exploding “bombs”) 
looting - stealing that takes place during a war or a 
time of emergency 

 

Procedure:  

· After reviewing the Springboard, explain that in this lesson the student(s) will 
read a Japanese legend about battles the samurai fought against Mongol 
invaders.  

· Read or have the student(s) read “The Wind and the Warriors.” Briefly 
discuss how the samurai’s religious beliefs affected the situation. (The “spirit 
of the wind” brought victories for Japan.) 

· Hand out “The Kyushu and Okinawa Society for Underwater Archaeology 
Press Release.” Read the facts of the case together and discuss how the 
archaeological evidence supports the legend of the samurai victories over the 
Mongols. Then explain that it is common for press releases to be given to 
reporters who then use the information to write news articles. Go on to 
explain that the student(s) will use information from both readings to write (or 
outline) a news story about the discovery of the ship’s wreckage. 

· Distribute “In the News.” Read and review the information and have the 
student(s) work individually or in pairs to write a news article or news story. 
This could also be rehearsed to read as a TV anchor. 

· Then have them share and evaluate their stories using the “News Rubric” at 
the bottom of the handout. 

 
 
 

                Springboard: 

Students should read “Bushido: The Way of the Warrior”  

and answer the questions. 

Luck O’ the Japanese 
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   Bushido, the strict code of conduct followed by the samurai, means “Way 

of the Warrior.” Bushido was, in truth, a samurai’s guide for life, dictating 

how to behave among family, friends, strangers, and enemies. The roots of 

this guide were in Japan’s major religions: Buddhism, Shintoism, and 

Confucianism. 

  Buddhism determined the samurai’s outlook on danger and death. Since 

Buddhism teaches that living things are reincarnated again and again, 

samurai did not fear death. Meditation, an important practice of Buddhism, 

was used as a tool by the samurai to drive out fear and unsteadiness and to 

improve concentration and skill in warfare. 

    Bushido’s emphasis on loyalty and patriotism came from traditional 

Shintoism. The Shinto belief that Japan was “the sacred abode to the spirits” 

and that the emperor was a descendant of the gods provided the samurai 

with the will to fight for both, as well as the shogun and their feudal lords. 

Samurai believed spirits affected their fate according to Shinto beliefs. 

   Confucianism influenced many of the day-to-day relationships of the 

samurai. Its stress on good moral conduct, hard work, education, and 

kindness toward others was reflected in the samurai code. A samurai was 

expected to be honest, sincere, caring, self-controlled, and fair at all times.  

   While no written oath was ever taken by samurai, none would have 

wanted to disobey their code. It was a matter of honor. To act against 

Bushido would have dishonored a samurai, requiring him to commit hari-

kari, a ritual suicide. To a samurai, it was far better to die than to live in 

shame. 
 

According to the passage, Bushido was  

 A.  a Japanese form of religion. 

 B.  the way a samurai behaved. 

 C.  a rigid description of conduct. 

 D.  the cause of a samurai’s death. 
 

Buddhism was to reincarnation, as 

 A.  Confucianism is to kindness. 

 B.  Islam is to the Middle East. 

 C.  Shintoism is to education. 

 D.  Bushido is to hari-kari. 
 

Answer these questions about hari-kari: 

What might have led a samurai to commit hari-kari?  
 

 

Explain why, according a samurai, such an act would be considered.  
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    Bushido, the strict code of conduct followed by the samurai, means “Way of 

the Warrior.” Bushido was, in truth, a samurai’s guide for life, dictating how to 

behave among family, friends, strangers, and enemies. The roots of this guide 

were in Japan’s major religions: Buddhism, Shintoism, and Confucianism. 

    Buddhism determined the samurai’s outlook on danger and death. Since 

Buddhism teaches that living things are reincarnated again and again, samurai did 

not fear death. Meditation, an important practice of Buddhism, was used as a tool 

by the samurai to drive out fear and unsteadiness and to improve concentration 

and skill in warfare. 

    Bushido’s emphasis on loyalty and patriotism came from traditional Shintoism. 

The Shinto belief that Japan was “the sacred abode to the spirits” and that the 

emperor was a descendant of the gods provided the samurai with the will to fight 

for both, as well as the shogun and their feudal lords. Samurai believed spirits 

affected their fate according to Shinto beliefs. 

    Confucianism influenced many of the day-to-day relationships of the samurai. 

Its stress on good moral conduct, hard work, education, and kindness toward 

others was reflected in the samurai code. A samurai was expected to be honest, 

sincere, caring, self-controlled, and fair at all times.  
    While no written oath was ever taken by samurai, none would have wanted to 

disobey their code. It was a matter of honor. To act against Bushido would have 

dishonored a samurai, requiring him to commit hari-kari, a ritual suicide. To a 

samurai, it was far better to die than to live in shame. 
 

According to the passage, Bushido was     (Students may want 

 A.  a Japanese form of religion.            to select choice B, but  

 B.  the way a samurai behaved.     C is more accurate.  

 C.  a rigid description of conduct. *    Bushido guided the  
 D.  the cause of a samurai’s death.    samurai’s behavior.) 
 

Buddhism was to reincarnation, as            (Reincarnation is a fundamental  

 A.  Confucianism is to kindness. *       teaching of Buddhism, as kindness is to  

 B.  Islam is to the Middle East.       Confucianism. D might be considered, 

 C.  Shintoism is to education.        but suicide was not a requirement if  

 D.  Bushido is to hari-kari.           all other guidelines were followed.) 
 

Answer these questions about hari-kari: 

What might have led a samurai to commit hari-kari? Answers will vary, since any 

serious breach of Bushido would have been reason to commit suicide. For example 

failure to perform well in battle, harming or killing an innocent person, any immoral 

behavior, or any show of cowardice might justify hari-kari. 
 

Explain why, according a samurai, such an act would be considered. It was far 

better for a samurai to kill himself than live in shame. Death was not feared due to 

Buddhist beliefs, so living in dishonor was much worse. A samurai saw an honorable 

death as a way of redeeming himself for his misconduct.  

ANSWERS & EXPLANATIONS 
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    This oft-told Japanese tale begins long ago in the days after the Great Khan, 
founder of the Yuan Dynasty, came to power. Having succeeded his grandfather 
Genghis Khan in ruling Mongolia and northern China, Kublai Khan longed for 
more. He dreamed of conquering all of the land in China and beyond. To achieve 
his goal, he waged a brutal war against the Song Dynasty and even as he did so, 
he began planning an attack on Japan. 
    As the arrangements were being made, the Great Khan sent messengers to 
talk with Japanese leaders but the bakufu, Japan’s military government, refused 
to meet with the Mongols. So it was that in 1274, with the aid of some Korean 
soldiers from lands under his control, Kublai Khan launched his invasion. The 
Mongol fleet was enormous: 900 warships carrying 23,000 troops! The vessels 
crossed the 110-miles between Koryo on the Korean peninsula to the Japanese 
archipelago. There they overwhelmed defenders on two outer islands before 
sailing into the port of Hakata, where a mere 6,000 samurai awaited them.   
    Greatly outnumbered, it seemed as though the samurai were no match for the 
fierce Mongols with their poison-tipped arrows and their catapult-launched 
exploding “bombs.” The battle raged for days as the advancing Mongols pushed 
the samurai inland toward the bakufu’s capital city, burning and looting towns 
along the way. After a week, fearing rumors of the arrival of fresh Japanese 
troops, the Mongols withdrew.    
    Back at the coast the invaders boarded their ships, broke anchor, and moved 
offshore, but shortly thereafter the winds shifted. A terrible storm blew in, striking 
the Mongol fleet, sinking at least 300 of their ships, and killing more than 13,000 
men. The samurai were overjoyed at their good fortune, of course, but they were 
also extremely thankful. According to the traditional Japanese religion of 
Shintoism, all things in nature have spirits, and the samurai believed it was the 
spirit of the wind called the “Kamikaze” that sank the Mongol ships and defeated 
their enemy.  
   Still, Kublai Khan did not give up his dream of controlling Japan and again 
began preparing for an invasion. He ordered the construction of 900 new ships, 
and assembled a force of 3,500 vessels in all. He readied 100,000 troops made 
up of Mongols and Song warriors enlisted to fight for their new dynasty. Once 
more the Khan sent a group of Mongols to the bakufu to threaten the Japanese 
and demand surrender, but just as before the messengers were ignored.  
   In the meantime the bakufu, bolstered by their miraculous victory, prepared for 
a second attack. The Japanese built a twelve-and-a-half mile stone wall along 
the coast in just six months time. They called upon samurai from around the 
islands and even organized a small navy of local fisherman. They were prepared. 
    The Mongol invasion came in 1281. The Korean section of the fleet arrived 
first and anchored offshore to await the rest of the warships, but the samurai took 
the offensive and attacked, setting fire to the waiting vessels with burning ships. 
When the Mongol and Chinese armies arrived days later, a violent storm blew in 
as it had before, but this time the losses were far greater. Nearly 100,000 troops 
were drowned and so many ships were destroyed that it is said “a person could 
walk across from one point of land to another on the mass of wreckage.” 
     Once more the grateful samurai thanked the “Kamikaze” for helping them. 
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PRESS RELEASE 
December 17, 2001 

 
    Underwater archaeologists searching offshore in the Sea of Japan have 
discovered evidence of Kublai Khan’s invasions of 1274 and 1281. After years of 
searching, Kenzo Hayashida and his team from our institute announced a major 
discovery in Imari Bay off the coast of Kyushu, the southernmost end of Japan’s 
four main islands. What is believed to be a Mongol warship has been located and 

many artifacts have been recovered. 
    The ship was located fifty feet (fifteen meters) below 
the surface of the water, buried in three feet (one meter) 
of mud on the sea bottom. Based on the archeologists’ 
measurements, the warship is estimated to have been 
about 230 feet (70 meters) long. The drawing at left 
illustrates how the team believes the ship may have 
looked. 

    The most significant finds among the vessel’s 
wreckage include the anchor, bits of the ship’s hull, and 
its mast. The most interesting find, however, was the 
discovery of two intact and four partial cantaloupe-
sized ceramic shells containing gunpowder and at least 
a dozen sharp fragments of iron in each (pictured at 
right).  
    Smaller artifacts include bright red leather armor fragments, a pottery bowl, 
and wood with what appeared to be burn marks. An intact Mongol helmet was 
located near a cluster of iron arrow tips and a round ceramic object.  
    Other items had been found near the site in earlier expeditions. In 1994, three 
large wood and stone anchors were found seventy feet (21 meters) below the 
surface, along with a rope cable reaching for the shoreline about 500 feet (152 
meters) away. Research conducted after that traced the red oak and granite the 
anchors were made from to China’s Fujian Province, where the Mongol attack is 
now believed to have originated.  
     In the years since that discovery many other small artifacts have been found. A 
box with what is believed to be the seal of a Mongol commander written in both 
Chinese and Phagspa, the writing of the Mongolian language of the time, was 
uncovered from the sea floor. The box was but one of the 135 artifacts recovered 
during the 1994-1995 exploration. 
     The work of our society is building upon earlier land 
discoveries to support the Mongol invasions. In the 
1920’s, Japanese archaeologists began excavating the 
remains of a 12.4-mile-long defensive wall built in and 
around the ancient port of Hakata. Portions of the wall 
have since been restored as shown in this photograph. 
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Writing a News Story 
 

   Think of a news story as an upside-down 

pyramid. All of the important information about 

the “news” is at the top of the article in the first 

paragraph, called the lead. After that, 

background information and other details are in 

paragraphs in order of importance or relevance 

to the “news” being reported. 

    The lead is the most important part of the 

story. It provides the “Who?” “What?” When?” 

Where?” and “Why?” about the news event. In 

fact the lead is so important many reporters 

spend as much as half of their writing time on 

this part of the article. The purpose of the lead is to give the reader the information 

needed in a clear, brief form, but it should also catch the reader’s interest. 
    The remaining paragraphs provide additional facts: background that explains why 

the news is “news,” details about the story, interviews, quotes, and any other 

information to help the reader understand the news being reported.  

    Of course not all information about the story can be included in one article. As 

reporters research their stories, they look for facts that explain the importance of the 

news event. Often many related facts are either left out completely or presented in 

less detail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0 - Unacceptable   2 – Fair     4 - Excellent 

1 - Poor     3 – Good 
 

CATEGORY            STUDENT        TEACHER  

Good “lead” paragraph  ________          ________ 

Includes “key” information  ________          ________ 

Choice of added facts  ________          ________ 

Spelling & grammar   ________          ________ 

Creativity / craftsmanship  ________          ________ 

Grade: 

Comments: 
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Medieval Times 
 
 
 

 
Objective: The student will be able to describe major historical events and 
accomplishments from India in the Middle Ages. 
 
Materials: “Gupta” India (Springboard handout) 
    Medieval India in the News (3 handouts) 
    News Analysis (handout) 
 
Terms to know:  medieval - relating or belonging to the Middle Ages 

sultan - a Muslim ruler governing a country or region 
called a sultanate  

 
Procedure: 

· After reviewing the Springboard, explain that in this lesson the student(s) will 
learn about the major historical events and accomplishments of India during 
the Middle Ages. (NOTE: Technically the Guptas came to power before the 
Middle Ages which is generally considered to begin in 500, but they were still 
in power during the Medieval period.) 

· Distribute copies of “Medieval India in the News” and the “News Analysis” 
handouts. The student(s) should work individually or in pairs to read the news 
story “leads” and use what they learn to complete the graphic organizer. (FYI: 
The news excerpts are InspirEd creations and although there is some 
author’s license taken, including the fact that India had newspapers at the 
time, the facts of the stories are true.) 

· Have the student(s) share their ideas and discuss. During the discussion, 
make sure they recognize the clash of cultures between the Hindus and their 
Muslim rulers. (See suggested answers.) 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                    
             
 

 

               Springboard: 
Students should study the “’Gupta’ India” map and answer the questions. 
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Based on the map and your general knowledge of history, you could conclude 
that “Gupta” most likely refers to a 
 A.  geographic region.  C.  period of unity. 
 B.  major new religion.  D.  ruling dynasty.  
 

At the time the map shows, Nepal, Simhala, and Kalinga were  
 A.  all located on the Deccan Plateau. 
 B.  not included in the Gupta empire.  
 C.  trading partners of Gupta India. 
 D.  all near major bodies of water. 
 

Which conclusion can be drawn about “Gupta” India based on the map? 
 A.  India was surrounded by water at that time. 
 B.  Its borders were the Indus and Ganges Rivers. 
 C.  Today’s India was not a single nation at the time.  
 D.  The Gupta Empire was the largest in Indian history. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“GuptaGuptaGuptaGupta”    IndiaIndiaIndiaIndia 
 

P  L  A  T  E  A  U 
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Based on the map and your general knowledge of history, you could conclude 
that “Gupta” most likely refers to a              (B and C could not be 

 A.  geographic region.  C.  period of unity.    determined, and A is  
 B.  major new religion.  D.  ruling dynasty. *   an unlikely choice.) 
 

At the time the map shows, Nepal, Simhala, and Kalinga were (All are outside the 

 A.  all located on the Deccan Plateau.   spotted area and the

 B.  not included in the Gupta empire. *   dotted lines, meaning 
 C.  trading partners of Gupta India.   they were not part of  
 D.  all near major bodies of water.      the Gupta Empire.) 
 

Which conclusion can be drawn about “Gupta” India based on the map? 
 A.  India was surrounded by water at that time. 
 B.  Its borders were the Indus and Ganges Rivers. 
 C.  Today’s India was not a single nation at the time. * 
 D.  The Gupta Empire was the largest in Indian history.   

(Only northern India was in the Gupta Empire, so India was not united.)  
 
 

    

“GuptaGuptaGuptaGupta” IndiaIndiaIndiaIndia    
Answers & Explanations Answers & Explanations Answers & Explanations Answers & Explanations 

 

P  L  A  T  E  A  U 
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BODH GAYEBODH GAYEBODH GAYEBODH GAYE, 320, 320, 320, 320   - Chandragupta, son of the leader of a small kingdom here in 
northern India, this week announced his marriage to the daughter of a neighboring 
chief, combining the lands of the two families. Chandragupta, who calls himself “the 
First,” revealed he intends to expand his landholdings further to establish an empire in 
the region. If he succeeds, he will be the first leader to rule an empire of any size on the 
Indian subcontinent since the last Maurya king was assassinated nearly 450 years ago.  

PATPATPATPATILAPUTRAILAPUTRAILAPUTRAILAPUTRA, 3, 3, 3, 330303030   - Following a series of successful invasions of kingdoms throughout 
the Magadha region of northeastern India, Chandragupta I has announced plans for a 
major assembly of Gupta councilors to meet this week here in the capital city 
established by the emperor. It is expected that Chandragupta I will officially name his 
son as his successor at the meeting.    

PATPATPATPATILAPUTRAILAPUTRAILAPUTRAILAPUTRA, 335, 335, 335, 335 - A new emperor was crowned today in the capital of the Gupta 
Empire following the death of Chandragupta I. Samudragupta, son of the previous 
emperor, took over the reins of control of all of northeastern India, brought under Gupta 
rule by his father. Reports are that Samudragupta intends to continue the policies of his 
father, including Chandragupta’s “principles,” which were modeled after those of the 
great emperor Ashoka. 

PATPATPATPATILAPUTRAILAPUTRAILAPUTRAILAPUTRA, 3, 3, 3, 376767676 - A spokesman for the Gupta family announced this morning that 
during the night the emperor passed quietly into the next life. His funeral is to be held 
later today, beginning an official thirteen-day period of mourning. According to the 
wishes of Samudragupta, an inscription will be made in his honor into the famous pillar 
of the Emperor Ashoka. The engraving will glorify the emperor and his successes in 
war. Samudragupta’s son, Chandragupta II will succeed his father as the new emperor. 

UJJAIN, 415 UJJAIN, 415 UJJAIN, 415 UJJAIN, 415 ----    On this sad day the Gupta Empire again says goodbye to a great and 
powerful leader. A spokesman for the royal family announced this afternoon that the 
emperor Chandragupta II has passed. Like his father and grandfather, Chandragupta II 
was a skilled warrior and succeeded in expanding Gupta lands west and south into the 
western Deccan Plateau, establishing a second capital here in Ujjain. Known to all of his 
subjects as “The Sun of Power,” the emperor ruled over what has been perhaps the greatest 
cultural age in Indian history. His son, Kumargupta will succeed him. 

PATPATPATPATILAPUTRAILAPUTRAILAPUTRAILAPUTRA,,,,    365 365 365 365      -   The emperor and great warrior Samudragupta returned to the 
capital yesterday after a very successful campaign to expand the Gupta Empire.  
Acting upon his dying father’s request to conquer “the four quarters of the Aryan 
universe,” Samudragupta has been fighting for decades and now reigns over almost all 
of northern India.  Today in the capital’s center, the emperor offered a horse sacrifice, 
the traditional symbol of lordship over India.   

DIRECTIONS:DIRECTIONS:DIRECTIONS:DIRECTIONS:    Use information from the news article “leads” to complete the 

“News Analysis” handout.    
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AJANTA CAVES, 480 AJANTA CAVES, 480 AJANTA CAVES, 480 AJANTA CAVES, 480 ----    A ceremony was held today to mark the official opening of the 
Ajanta Caves located in the western Deccan Plateau.  Forty-eight caves, most of which 
have been carved out of rock walls, are decorated with magnificent paintings showing 
various lives of the Buddha.  Although historically most members of the Gupta family 
have been Hindu, rulers of that dynasty always allowed the people religious freedom and 
respected the various faiths practiced in the empire. The Ajanta Caves exemplify the 
interest this dynasty has shown in art and architecture as well. Some observers described 
the artwork as “the greatest and most powerful works of Indian art” they have ever seen.  

PATPATPATPATILAPUTRA, 550 ILAPUTRA, 550 ILAPUTRA, 550 ILAPUTRA, 550    ----    The last of the Gupta’s lands were seized by the Hundas, a group of 
White Huns, today, ending more than two hundred years of the dynasty’s leadership. This 
comes as a sad end to a once-great empire that contributed so much to northern India. The 
leaders’ love of the arts allowed for the building of many beautiful temples including the 
wondrous rock temple at Elephanta with its eighteen-foot statue of the god Shiva. The 
Gupta family also encouraged literature, and many poets, playwrights, historians, and 
other writers produced impressive works. The years under Gupta rule are almost certain to 
go down in history as a Golden Age, at least for northern India. 

PATPATPATPATILAPUTRA, 647ILAPUTRA, 647ILAPUTRA, 647ILAPUTRA, 647 ----    Harsha, who succeeded in reuniting at least part of the former 
Gupta Empire, died today, ending another forty year period of relative peace. Though 
Harsha controlled only a small part of what was once Gupta land, his rule offered a 
glimpse back in time to India’s greatness. As under earlier Gupta rulers, education was of 
great importance under Harsha’s rule. As in the past, grammar, writing, logic, mathematics, 
medicine, and astronomy were studied and advanced. Indian doctors excelled at creating 
medicines to cure diseases,, set broken bones, and perform skin grafts on burns and other 
injuries. The future of Harsha’s small empire is now in question, since warring kingdoms in 
the region are likely to see his death as an opportunity to attack.           

KANCHI, 757KANCHI, 757KANCHI, 757KANCHI, 757   ----    This week saw the fall of one of the great ruling families of southern India, 
the Chalukyas, to a rival family in the region. After the fall of the Guptas in the northern 
peninsula, kingdoms in the south seemed to shine more brightly. Though none reached the 
heights of the Gupta, three main dynasties ruled from the Deccan Plateau southward for 
hundreds of years until now. Literature and poetry flourished in all parts of the region 
despite the conflicts that raged between the competing families;. and the Hindu religion 
has been strengthened throughout their lands. No one yet knows how the defeat of the 
Chalukyas will affect the south.  

SURPARAKA, 525SURPARAKA, 525SURPARAKA, 525SURPARAKA, 525   ----    Yet another town under Gupta control fell to the White Huns today. 
The invaders, originally a nomadic people that roamed northern China and central Asia, 
have built an impressive empire that now includes much of northern India. The Gupta 
rulers, forced westward, are powerless against the White Hun warriors and confusion 
reigns throughout what is left of the Gupta kingdom. More attacks are likely in the coming   
weeks and months. 
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DELHI, 1192 DELHI, 1192 DELHI, 1192 DELHI, 1192    ---- Today a Muslim Turkish general Mohammad Ghori defeated the ruler of our 
city in the Battle of Tarain. Although the Turks have attacked areas of northern India 
before, this victory is their first major success in the region. Since the fall of the Gupta 
Empire centuries ago, northern India has been ruled by a number of warring Hindu 
families under what can only be described as feudalism. Each of the ruling families has 
soldiers ready to fight for them as needed in exchange for the land they receive.  Still, 
warfare between the families seems to have weakened the region, attracting outside 
invaders and inviting defeats such as the one we are reporting today. The question posed 
by this victory is, “How will the Indian people fare under foreign and Muslim control?” The 
answer is yet to be seen.   

DELHI, 1206 DELHI, 1206 DELHI, 1206 DELHI, 1206 ---- A new and unlikely ruler took the throne of Delhi today. Mohammad Ghori, 
who led since his 1192 victory over the ruling family here, named his deputy Qutubidin to 
succeed him. Qutubidin is reportedly a former slave, which makes his new position of 
leadership highly unusual. Already his appointment has given rise to a new nickname for 
his rule, which is being called the “Slave Dynasty.” The new slave-leader told reporters in 
a brief interview today that he is fond of architecture and plans to build the highest stone 
tower ever built in India in the Muslim capital of Delhi.   

DELHI, 1236DELHI, 1236DELHI, 1236DELHI, 1236 ---- A new member of the Slave Dynasty took the throne today, this time a 
woman. The new ruler Raziya is the daughter of Iltutmis, the former leader and successor of 
the second ruler of the Slave Dynasty. Raziya’s crowning is quite out of the ordinary. 
Certainly Turkey where Raziya’s family comes from has no history of female rulers, and 
Hindu India has none either.  Only time will tell if she can achieve success in her new role. 

DELHI, 1300 DELHI, 1300 DELHI, 1300 DELHI, 1300 ---- After many years of weak rulers, it appears that Delhi finally has a sultan to 
be proud of. Allauddin Khilji, a member of the Lodi ruling family who took the throne in 
1296, has proven himself to be an able leader as well as a talented general. Having 
already conducted a successful military campaign in the south to bring new lands under 
Muslim control, Khilji announced he is now taking steps to improve the lives of people in 
his sultanate. He has put in place new price controls and plans other economic changes to 
help the citizens afford needed goods and services. 

DAULATABAD, 13DAULATABAD, 13DAULATABAD, 13DAULATABAD, 1351515151   ---- On this day we mourn the loss of yet another sultan, Muhammad 
Tughlaq. The sultan, who ruled from 1324 until his death last night, has proven to be 
among the better Muslim rulers, although his decisions were not always well-received 
during his lifetime. While he certainly had his critics, who at times poked fun at his actions, 
overall he succeeded in bringing order to his large empire. Moving the capital city from 
Delhi to here in the heart of the Deccan Plateau was seen by some as a foolish move, but 
the change placed the capital squarely in the center of the sultanate which served to 
cement the ruler’s control. The sultan will be succeeded by his son. 
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DIRECTIONS:DIRECTIONS:DIRECTIONS:DIRECTIONS: Medieval Indian history can be divided into three main periods of 
rule. Analyze each to determine its most important events, achievements, and 
conflicts. Then predict ways each period may have affected India and its people.  
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· Chandragupta I established dynasty; expanded 

empire through most of northeastern India. 

· Son, Samudragupta, expanded empire further to 

include most of northern India. 

· Chandragupta II expanded empire west and south 

into Deccan Plateau; established 2
nd
 capital. 

· Guptas Hindu, but allowed religious freedom. 

· Ruled over “Golden Age”: advances in art, 

architecture, writing, mathematics, medicine, and 

astronomy. 

· Defeated gradually by Hunas or White Huns. 

· Built many temples and monuments: Ajanta 

Caves, Elephanta temple, etc. 

· Parts of India under Gupta 

rule fairly peaceful. 

· Hindus proud of their rulers; 

non-Hindus lived freely. 

· Many people interested in 

learning. 

· Health care good for the time. 

· Building projects provided 
jobs; brought strong economy. 

· Most people sorry to see 

Gupta rule end. 

 

 

· Period of confusion and warfare; families fighting 

over control of land. 

· Huns, Hindu families fought; began maintaining 

armies to defend land, leading to feudalism. 

· Southern India more peaceful than northern 

India; three main dynasties ruled. 

· After fall of Gupta in north, southern dynasties 

seemed more culturally advanced. 

· Constant warfare led to foreign invasions by 

Turks and eventual conquering. 

· People most likely fearful of 

constant warfare. 

· Economy declined as less 

attention paid to trade and 

industry and more to warfare. 

· Cultural decline; less interest 

in education, literature, etc. 

· May have been some food 

shortages or change in gender 

roles due to warfare; women 

may have taken on more 

responsibilities: i.e. farming, 

repairing buildings, etc. 

· Mohammad Ghori defeated Delhi at Battle of 

Tarain; first major Turkish victory. 

· Passed rule to his deputy, a former slave; 

beginning of “Slave Dynasty.” 

· One Slave Dynasty ruler a woman; unusual for 

Muslims or Hindus. 

· Weak Muslim rulers established sultanate. 

· Allauddin Khilji strong sultan in 13
th
-14

th
 century; 

brought many southern lands under Muslim 

control. Improved economy with price controls 

and reforms. 

· Muhammad Tughlaq strengthened empire; 

established new capital in Deccan Plateau. 

· Muslims allowed religious 

freedom, but Muslim rule hard 

on Hindus; paid higher taxes 

and lost many jobs to 

Muslims, other foreigners. 

· Some Hindus converted to 

Islam for lower taxes, better 

lives. 

· Some resentment due to 

cultural, religious differences 

(i.e. Hindus polytheistic, cows 

sacred; Muslims monotheistic, 

ate beef.)* 

* Explain to the student(s). 
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More Muslims 
 
 
 
 

Objective: The student will be able to explain the importance of Mughal rule in 
India. 
 
Materials: The Mughals (Springboard handout) 
    The Mughal Family Tree (transparency) 
    King of the World (handout) 
    INFER-mation, Please (handout) 
 
Terms to know: inference - information gained by logical reasoning  
 
Procedure: 

· After reviewing the Springboard, explain that in this lesson the student(s) will 
learn more about Mughal rule in India. 

· Display “The Mughal Family Tree” transparency and have the student(s) 
narrate the rulers and relationships among them. Explain that the chart shows 
the Mughal rulers only through 1707, after which the line weakened, declined 
in power, and fell to the British Empire. Then explain that one of the Mughal 
rulers, while probably not the best leader among them, is the most famous. 

· Hand out copies of “King of the World” and “INFER-mation, Please.” The 
student(s) should read the narrative about Shah Jahan and make inferences 
to answer the handout questions.  

· EXTENSION: Have students take a short “tour” of the Taj Mahal @    
www.taj-mahal.net/. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Springboard: 

Students should read “The Mughals” and answer the questions. 
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   Although Muslim forces first invaded 

India as early as the seventh century and 

parts of India had been controlled by 

Turkish Muslims since the tenth century, 

the Turkish rulers were unable to defend 

their sultanate from invading armies. In 

the early 1500’s another group of Muslims 

called the Mughals entered the 

subcontinent and over time gained control 

of it. 

   The Mughals were descendants of 

Mongols that had settled in the Middle 

East and adopted Islam along with Muslim 

culture. Mughal culture came mainly from the Persians in what is today Iran. 

Mughals, like the Persians, were Shia Muslims and brought their beliefs and 

practices to India. 

     The founder of the Mughal dynasty was Babur “the Tiger” who ruled from 

the late 15th to the early 16th century. Babur expanded his kingdom across what 

is today Afghanistan, Pakistan, and into northwestern India, or Hindustan. 

With an army of only twelve thousand men, he defeated the Turkish Muslims 

by using firearms. Though their muskets and artillery were simple by later 

standards, the Mughals were the first Muslims to employ such weapons, which 

were far superior to any the Turks possessed. After Babur’s death in 1530, his 

successors went on to expand the Mughal Empire to include most of India. 
 

According to the passage, the Mughals would BEST be described as 

 A.  Persians.  B.  Mongols.  C.  Muslims.  D.  Indians. 
 

In which century did the Mughals enter the subcontinent? 

A. 10th  B.  15th  C. 16th    D.  17th  
 

The Mughals and the ___ were ____. 

A. Sultans … Mongol warriors 

B. Muslims … Turkish forces 

C. Indians … Hindu believers 

D. Persians … Shia Muslims 
 

Which definition of “employ” BEST FITS its use in the last paragraph? 

A. to make use of 

B. to be working for 

C. to hire for work 

D. to devote time to 
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   Although Muslim forces first invaded India 

as early as the seventh century and parts of 

India had been controlled by Turkish 

Muslims since the tenth century, the Turkish 

rulers were unable to defend their sultanate 

from invading armies. In the early 1500’s 

another group of Muslims called the 

Mughals entered the subcontinent and over 

time gained control of it. 

   The Mughals were descendants of 

Mongols that had settled in the Middle East 

and adopted Islam along with Muslim 

culture. Mughal culture came mainly from 

the Persians in what is today Iran. Mughals, 

like the Persians, were Shia Muslims and brought their beliefs and practices to 
India. 

     The founder of the Mughal dynasty was Babur “the Tiger” who ruled from the 

late 15th to the early 16th century. Babur expanded his kingdom across what is 

today Afghanistan, Pakistan, and into northwestern India, or Hindustan. With an 

army of only twelve thousand men, he defeated the Turkish Muslims by using 

firearms. Though their muskets and artillery were simple by later standards, the 

Mughals were the first Muslims to employ such weapons, which were far superior 

to any the Turks possessed. After Babur’s death in 1530, his successors went on to 

expand the Mughal Empire to include most of India. 
 

According to the passage, the Mughals would BEST be described as 

 A.  Persians.  B.  Mongols.  C.  Muslims. * D.  Indians. 
 (While descended from Mongols, the Mughals had blended with other people.) 
 

In which century did the Mughals enter the subcontinent? 

A. 10th  B.  15th   C. 16th *   D.  17th  
(The Mughals entered in the early 1500’s or 16

th
 century.) 

 

The Mughals and the ___ were ____.                      (Both words/phrases  
A. Sultans … Mongol warriors              must fit and make  
B. Muslims … Turkish forces                                       sense. Only D is true  
C. Indians … Hindu believers                               based on information  

D. Persians … Shia Muslims *       in the paragraph.) 
 

Which definition of “employ” BEST FITS its use in the last paragraph? 

A. to make use of *      (The Mughals were  
B. to be working for       the first Muslims  

C. to hire for work        “to make use of”  
D. to devote time to        such weapons.) 
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     Prince Khurram had a happy and carefree childhood in the court of his 
grandfather, the Mughal emperor Akbar the Great. After his grandfather’s death his 
uncle took the throne for a time, but when Khurram was thirty-five, he was 
unexpectedly thrust into the position of ruler. When Prince Khurram took the 
throne, as other Mughal emperors had before him, he took a new name. The prince 
called himself Shah Jahan, meaning “King of the World.” 
     Being a Mughal, war was a critical part of life, so Shah Jahan set about to expand 
his empire much as the other Mughal emperors before him had done. Though he 
found some early success capturing some small kingdoms in north-central India, for 
the most part Shah Jahan’s wars proved disastrous. Time after time he moved his 
armies into new territories and time after time his efforts at conquest failed.  
     Although to all who knew him Shah Jahan seemed to be a brave and able 
commander, he had the worst of luck in battle. He fought the Uzbeks in Central Asia 
for several years in the mid-17th century before finally giving up. He mounted three 
unsuccessful campaigns in Persia, each time being driven back by cold weather, 
scarce resources, and local fighters. He also made a number of attempts to conquer 
the independent Muslim sultanate of the Deccan Plateau, but these attempts also 
failed.   
    Still, Shah Jahan seemed to make up for his failures on the battlefield with large-
scale successes in his building projects. He oversaw the construction of many 
palaces and mosques and rebuilt his palace fort in the capital city of Agra. By far his 
most famous project was the magnificent Taj Mahal in Agra, which was built in 
memory of his favorite wife, Mumtaz Mahal. The huge tomb that took seventeen 
years to complete is filled with magnificent carvings and designs. 
    It is said that after Mumtaz Mahal died in childbirth in 1631 while giving birth to 
her fourteenth child, Shah Jahan was overcome with grief. The emperor built her a 
magnificent tomb of creamy white marble on the banks of the Yamuna River. The 
Taj Mahal, or “Tomb of Light,” is today known as one of the wonders of the world.     
    In 1648 Shah Jahan moved his capital from Agra to Delhi, where he designed and 
ordered construction of a new royal city. He called the new capital Shahjahanabad, 
obviously naming it after himself. The new royal capital included a great palace 
fortress and a grand mosque called Jama Masjid, which even today is the largest 
structure in India.   
    In addition to massive spending on architecture, Shah Jahan also invested in 
many works of art and supported literature as well. The most famous artwork the 
ruler commissioned was his Peacock Throne. This magnificent piece was forged of 
gold and inlaid with countless precious stones.  
    Yet all of the beauty for which Shah Jahan was responsible came with a heavy 
price tag. The monumental, decorative buildings and golden artworks were 
expensive, and became a burden on the empire. As Shah Jahan aged, more and 
more people came to reject him and his rule.  
    Even before he died, a battle for succession broke out among his four sons: Dara 
Shinkoh, Shuja, Aurangzeb, and Murad. Eventually Aurangzeb won the struggle 
and declared himself emperor. Then Aurangzeb had his father arrested and jailed at 
the fort in Agra. From his prison cell Shah Jahan could look out and gaze upon the 
Taj Mahal. He remained in the Agra fort for eight years until he was finally laid to 
rest beside his favorite wife upon his death in 1672.   
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DIRECTIONS: While none of the answers to the questions below are stated 

in the “King of the World” reading, in each case the answer can be 

INFERRED.  Answer each one and BRIEFLY explain how you figured it out. 

 

Why didn’t Prince Khurram EXPECT to become the Mughal emperor?          

            

            

            

            
             
 

Describe the periods of rule of the Mughal emperors before Shah Jahan.    

            

            

            

            

             
 

Why did Shah Jahan choose to build the Taj Mahal to honor his wife?          

            

            

            
             
 

Why did Shah Jahan move the Mughal capital from Agra to Delhi?              

            

            

            
             
 

How did Aurangzeb, one of Shah Jahan’s youngest sons, become 

emperor?            
            

            
             
 

Where specifically was Shah Jahan laid to rest after his death in 1672?         
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DIRECTIONS: While none of the answers to the questions below are stated 

in the “King of the World” reading, in each case the answer can be 

INFERRED.  Answer each one and BRIEFLY explain how you figured it out. 

 

Why didn’t Prince Khurram EXPECT to become the Mughal emperor?  
Prince Khurram was Jahangir’s fifth child and grew up assuming one of his older 

siblings would become the next ruler. However, the succession among Mughal 

leaders was not always clear, as evidenced by Shah Jahan’s sons’ fight for 

succession. The answer can be inferred based mainly upon the family tree 

information.           
            

Describe the periods of rule of the Mughal emperors before Shah Jahan.    
The Mughal emperors before (and after) Shah Jahan were extremely interested in 

war and conquest. The reading states that “Being a Mughal, war was a critical part 

of life.” Thus Shah Jahan was doing what he thought was expected and what he 

was raised to do when he launched attacks against the Uzbeks, Persians, and other 

Muslim sultans.           
 

Why did Shah Jahan choose to build the Taj Mahal to honor his wife?          
The Taj Mahal was built as a tomb for Mumtaz Mahal, his favorite wife who died 

bearing their fourteenth child. By the time of her death Shah Jahan already had a 

tremendous interest in architecture, so it clearly seemed to him that the best way to 

honor his beloved was to build a monument in her honor; hence the Taj Mahal.   

 

Why did Shah Jahan move the Mughal capital from Agra to Delhi?              
It could be concluded that he moved the capital to get away from Agra and the sad 

memories that city held. It is also possible that Shah Jahan saw moving the capital 

as an opportunity to design and build many new buildings, which he did. He was 

able to build a completely new capital in his honor, naming the section of Delhi 

after himself.           

            

How did Aurangzeb, one of Shah Jahan’s youngest sons, become 

emperor? It can be assumed that Aurangazeb killed or had his brothers killed in 

order to win the battle for succession. Though that fact was never stated, 

Aurangzeb did prove himself to be a ruthless and uncaring person by imprisoning 

his father for eight years from the time he seized control until his father’s death. 

           

Where specifically was Shah Jahan laid to rest after his death in 1672?         
Shah Jahan was laid to rest in the Taj Mahal alongside Mumtaz Mahal, his 

favorite wife. This conclusion can be drawn based on the fact that he was laid to 

rest beside his wife and the Taj Mahal was built as a tomb to her.     
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www.CrosswordWeaver.com

ACROSS: 

  3 ability to "move up" in the world 
  6 government ruled by religious leaders 
  7 attendants who live at a ruler's palace 
  9 thin, fine ceramics 
11 the God of Islam 
13 acceptance of others' differences 
15 family of rulers 
17 a common practice 
18 one who changes religions 
19 peninsula in southeastern Europe 
21 largely fictional "historic" tale 
22 unbound by traditional attitudes 
24 one whose views conflict with religious teachings 
29 early war machine that hurled rocks 
31 system in which nobles exchange land for loyalty 
        and service 
34 Muslim ruler over foreign lands called a sultanate 
35 growth of cities and their populations 
37 community of religious women 
39 relating to the Middle Ages 
40 information garnered by logic 
41 holy book of Islam 
42 removed from power 
43 government positions based on qualifications  
        and testing 

 
DOWN: 

  1 religion of Muhammad 
  2 future generations 
  4 chain of islands 
  5 levels of society 
  8 strict following of principles 
10 disagreement of views 
11 family line traced to an earlier person or group 
12 instrument for measuring position at sea 
14 stealing during war or emergencies 
16 spread of culture from one place to another 
20 guidance of ships or aircraft 
23 belief in multiple lives 
25 relating to an empire or its ruler 
26 inventions to ease life and work 
27 an official, public disapproval 
28 follower of Islam 
30 idol or nature worshippers 
32 scientific study of space 
33 one who follows as ruler 
36 paid in goods instead of money 
38 taxes paid to a conqueror for security 
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Matching – Write the correct letters in the blanks: 
 

  1.  _____ porcelain  a. chain of islands 
 

  2.  _____ successor  b. thin, hard ceramics 
 

  3.  _____ censure   c. scientific study of outer space 
 

  4.  _____ archipelago  d. payment for protection 
 

  5.  _____ astronomy  e. family line 
 

  6.  _____ Qur’an   f.  official public statement of disapproval 
 

  7.  _____ looting   g. the holy book of Islam 
 

  8.  _____ convert   h. stealing during war or an emergency 
 

  9.  _____ ancestry   i. one who follows another, as a ruler 
 

10.  _____ tribute   j. one who changes religions. 
 

Give an example of each: 
 

11. empire -             
 

12. dynasty -            
 

13. social class -            
 

14. convert -             
 

15. looting -             
 

Multiple Choice -  Write the letters of the correct answers in the blanks: 
16. ___  The capital city of the Byzantine Empire was located in  
 A.  India.     C.  Spain. 
 B.  Arabia.     D.  Turkey. 
 

17. ___ Some scholars say there was NOT an Islamic “Golden Age” because 
during the time in question, there were many  

 A.  feasts.     C.  inventions. 
 B.  wars.      D.  discoveries. 
 

18. ___  Kublai Khan did all of these things EXCEPT 
 A.  build an empire from Europe to China. 
 B.  establish a Mongol dynasty in China. 
 C.  welcome many foreign traders to China. 
 D.  attack Japan on two separate occasions. 
 

19. ___ The ____ was a _____ leader in Japan during the Middle Ages. 
 A.  emperorQ. strong   C.  shogun Q.military 
 B.  samurai Q weak   D.  sultan Q religious 

 

Fully answer the following question: 
20.  Explain the role Muhammad played in the religion of Islam and the Muslim 

Empire. 
 
 
 
 

       Middle Ages Asia (A) 
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     Much of Islamic artwork is characterized by use of one or more repeated shapes. The 
Islamic patterns, or arabesques, can be seen on walls, pottery, rugs, paintings, and 
elsewhere. Some arabesques are geometric designs while others echo natural forms such 
as plants and animals. Human shapes are never used; Muslims believe to do so could be 
seen as an attempt to rival the creative powers of Allah.  
    Muslim interest in science and mathematics in the Middle Ages is believed to have 
influenced the creation of the first arabesques which became popular at that time. 
Snowflakes, wasp nests, spider webs, and flowers are among the many examples of 
patterns that occur naturally. The order and unity Muslims observed in the natural 
world was reflected in arabesque designs, so the patterns are viewed as symbols of the 
natural world and Allah’s creation of it.  
     Like patterns in nature, no two arabesques are exactly alike but all are similar, bound 
together by common forms. In much the same way Muslims are bound by common 
beliefs and practices, so the designs are used as symbols of Islam and its followers.     
 

21. ____ Which word is a synonym for “characterized” in the first paragraph? 
     A.  defended             C.  congratulated  

    B.  criticized             D.  distinguished      

22. ____Which conclusion about arabesques can be drawn based on information 
in the passage? 

     A.  Women’s clothing is commonly covered in arabesques. 
     B.  Some modern buildings are decorated with arabesques. 
     C.  Snowflake patterns are the most common arabesque designs. 
     D.  Only Muslims in the Middle Ages used arabesques in designs. 
 

23. ____ Patterns that ___ in nature are ___ for arabesque designs. 
     A.  observe ... modeled   C.  create Q symbolized 
     B.  appear Q inspiration   D.  grow ... simplified  
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Skills for Forms A – C 
 

Arabesques 

  
26. ____ Hokkaido, Honshu, Shikoku, and 

Kyushu  
 A.  make up Japan’s archipelago. 
 B.  are Japan’s four largest cities. 
 C.  were medieval capital cities. 
 D.  are the four largest islands. 
       

 27. ____ According the map, Japan’s capital 
is  

 A.  Yokohama.     
B.  Hiroshima.  
C.  Sapporo. 
D.  Tokyo.           
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Fill in the blanks with unit terms: 
 

  1.  Most Muslims read and study the _____________________, their holy book. 
 

  2.  When Muhammad died, his ____________________led the Muslim Empire. 
 

  3.  The Muslim rulers of Al-Andalus were ________________ of other religions. 
 

  4.  A ________________ arose after Muhammad’s death over who should lead. 
 

  5.  Shah Jahan was ________________________ from his position by his son. 
 

  6.  The Mongols made conquered people pay _______________ for protection. 
 

  7.  Japan is an example of a / an ___________________________________. 
 

  8.  Through much of its history, people paid their taxes __________________. 
 

  9.  The Chinese are known for making beautiful ___________________ vases. 
 

10.  There was much __________________ of homes and shops during the war. 
 

Give an example of each: 
 

11. social class -            
 

12. Muslim contribution -           
 

13. dynasty -            
 

14. Chinese contribution -           
 

15. custom -             
 

Multiple Choice - Write the letters of the correct answers in the blanks: 
16. ____ The “Islamic Golden Age” is questioned by some because 
       A.  the Muslims gave many, varied contributions to the world. 
       B.  writings of other times and places were translated for study. 
       C.  many works of art, architecture, and literature were produced. 
          D.  some parts of the empire fought for and won their independence. 
 

17. ____ An official who is ___ is publicly ___. 
        A.  new ... fundamentalist  C.  censured ... criticized   
        B.  liberal ... intolerant   D.  religious ... scientific         

 

18. ____ New technology developed in India during the Middle Ages includes 
      A.  skin grafting.         C.  exploding shells.      

     B.  papermaking.    D.  printing machines. 
 

19. ____ The Japanese shogun’s power came mainly from 
      A.   the emperor’s favor.   C.  his tremendous wealth. 
      B.  his control of armies.  D.  the working classes.  
 

Fully answer the following question: 
20. Compare and contrast the golden ages of the Muslim Empire and China. 
 

 

 

 

 

       Middle Ages Asia (B) 
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Complete the analogies with unit terms: 
 

  1.  Research is to facts, as          is to conclusions.   
 

  2.  The Bible is to Christians, as the _______________________ is to Muslims. 
 

  3.  Move is to residence, as ______________________________ is to religion. 
 

  4.  Grandmother is to ancestor, as grandchild is to              . 

  5.  The British Isles are to northwest, as the_______________ are to southeast. 
 

  6.  A traitor is to country, as a/an _________________________ is to a religion. 
 

  7.  Geography is to the earth, as         is to the heavens. 
 

  8.  Fired is to an employee, as _________________________ is to an emperor. 
 

  9.  An island is to one, as a/an _______________________ is to a whole chain. 
 

10.  A monastery is to monks, as a/an _________________________ is to nuns. 
 
Give a Middle Ages Asia example of each: 
 

11. Indian dynasty -           
 

12. cultural diffustion -           
 

13. feudal leader -            
 

14. successor -            
 

15. controversy -            
 
Multiple Choice:  Write the letters of the correct answers in the blanks: 
 

16. ____ Some historians dispute the Islamic “Golden Age” because 
      A.  of advancements in math and science. 
      B.  the Abbasid Dynasty was in power then. 
      C.  parts of the empire revolted at the time.  
      D.  art, architecture, and literature flourished.  
 

17. ____ Chinese social classes during most of the Middle Ages 
      A.  were based on Confucianism. 
      B.  favored merchants and traders 
      C.  emphasized wealth and power. 
      D.  gave extra privileges to the poor. 
 

18. ____ The Tang and Song both 
      A.  fought against Genghis Khan’s armies. 
      B.  used tests to fill government positions. 
      C.  had at least one empress who ruled. 
      D.  were important Japanese dynasties. 
 

19. ____ The ___ helped ___ Kublai Khan. 
      A.  samurai Q.. crown   C.  Japanese Q..defend 
      B.  Chinese Q.. battle   D.  kamikaze Q.. defeat  
 
Fully answer the following question on your own paper and attach: 
20.   Compare and contrast the Mongols with the Mughals. Include at least two 

comparisons and two contrasts in your answer. 
 

       Middle Ages Asia (C) 
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Form A: 
  1.  b 
  2.  i 
  3.  f 
  4.  a 
  5.  c 
  6.  g 
  7.  h 
  8.  j 
  9.  e 
10.  d 
 
 
Form B: 
  1.  Qur’an 
  2.  successor 
  3.  tolerant 
  4.  controversy 
  5.  deposed 
  6.  tribute 
  7.  archipelago 
  8.  in kind 
  9.  porcelain 
10.  looting 
 
 
 
 
Form C: 
  1.  inference 
  2.  Qur’an 
  3.  convert 
  4.  descendant 
  5.  Balkans 
  6.  heretic 
  7.  astonomy 
  8.  deposed 
  9.  archipelago 
10.  convent 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Middle Ages Asia Assessments 
Suggestions for Answers 

 
 
 
 

 

11.  Muslim, Byzantine, etc. 
12.  Song, Yuan, Tang, etc.  
13.  farmers, merchants, nobility, etc. 
14.  Jew to Christian, Hindu to Muslim, etc. 
15.  stealing during a war; robbing shops after a storm, etc. 
16.  D 
17.  B 
18.  A 
19.  C 
20. Muhammad founded the religion of Islam and conquered 

Makkah to establish the Muslim Empire, which was 
expanded after his death. 

 
 
 

11.  farmers, merchants, nobility, etc. 
12.  literary translations, algebra, etc. 
13.  Tang, Song, etc. 
14.  printing, porcelain, paper money, etc. 
15.  bowing, fireworks for New Years, shaking hands, etc. 
16.  D 
17.  C 
18.  A 
19.  B 
20. Both had advancements in art, literature, language, 

architecture, etc. Both saw more trade, use of money,  
      etc. However, the Muslim Empire experienced war during 

its golden age, while China’s was a time of peace. 

 
 
 
 

11.  Gupta, Mughal, etc. 
12.  spread of Buddhism, Chinese writing to Japan, etc. 
13.  shogun, daimyo, samurai                   
14.  Uthman, Ali, Kublai Khan, etc. 
15.  Muslim Empire’s golden age, success of Wu Zetian, etc. 
16.  C 
17.  A 
18.  B 
19.  D 
20. Both were conquerors and built empires. Mughals were 

descendants of Mongols and settled mainly in the Middle 
East, adopting Islamic culture. The Mongol Empire was 
much larger but split apart, while the Mughals died out  

     over time. 
Skills for Forms A-C: 
21.  D  24.  A 
22.  B  25.  D 
23.  B 
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